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This thesis Is dedicated to the memory of Dawson
Trotraan, the founder and late president of The Navigators,
Through his vision thousands have been reached for Christ.
Pollow-up was his heart-cry. Much of the present-day Inter
est In follow-up evangelism has stemmed from his work through
The Navigators. He spent his life In teaching others how
to navigate their spiritual lives.
He lost his life on Monday, June l8, 1956, In a dra
matic and characteristic way. He spent the last moments he
had here on earth trying to save the life of one who could
not swim, Billy Oreham's life end ministry was directly In
fluenced by Dawson, He stated the following In a letter Just
following the news of his drowning.
Personally, I can think of no one with whom I have
had closer fellowship and to vrtiom I am more deeply
indebted spiritually than this man of God, In the
early years of our work, he designed the Counsel
ling and Pollow-Up procedure which we have used to
reach and help countless thousands all over the
world for Jesus Christ, He stood for a cause. He
died for that cause, ^
The Influence of the life of Dawson Trotman has been
keenly felt in ray life. It was my privilege to have been
Billy Graham, unpublished letter, Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma, June 23, 1956,
ill
entertained in hia home, together with other ministers, just
a few weeks before his death. On numerous occasions I have
attended conferences and meetings where he has spoken. Truly,
he lived for a cause, and he died for a cause. That cause
was helping others to know Christ and to make Him known.
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THE PROBLEM OP CARIHG FOR THE NEW COHVF.RTS
Evangelistic campaigns have been gathering in converts
in large ncuabers. This haa been done in mass meetings and
in local church campaigns. The real success of theae meetings
has ultlmstely been told by the percent of converts that have
been established, end not by the numbers that were won orig
inally. Slowly, people have realized that it has not been
enough just to win converts, but that these converts must be
established in their spiritual lives and integrated into an
active church program.
There exists a greater need for systeraatio instruction
of converts today than ia former years. In America there
haa been a secularlam thet has robbed ell instruction time
for religion from the schools. Our public schools have been
following the philosophy of John Dewey rather than the epoa-
tle Paul. The old Mc Guffey Reader with its stories of the
Bible and morality has been out-dated.
Many of the converta that have been won in recent
meetings have only a fragmentary knowledge about the Bible.
Thia has made systematic follow-up more essential than ever
before. Someone haa said that it is possible for a person
to get enough of the Bible truth in his heart in one hour
to be saved, but he will not long be able to continue in the
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faith with Just one hour of Instruction. With every convert
that has been won, there comes the imperative of follow-up.
The church must recognize clearly the significance
of the secularization of en age, end recognizing
this it is under bond to instruct carefully its
youth and converts in the essentials of the faith.
The time has come when the church end the Christian
home stand alone in tho matter of providing Chris
tian nurture. The assumption that we do not need
classes in Christian nurture because our fathers
did not have them demonstrates a lack of under
standing of one of the most basic cultural changes
of all history.!
The local church has had the sacred responsibility to follow-
up every new Christian entrusted to Its care. In city-wide
mass meeting campaigns, each convert needs to be ultimately
Integrated with a church program. Billy Graham made a sig
nificant statement in a letter to the pastors in New Orleans.
We consider the follow-up a most important phase
of our campaigns. Most vital to this phase are
these instruction classes, attended by as many
as 1,000 in one city and over 2,000 in London,
have made an outstanding contribution toward
ooneervlng the frulta of evangelism. This is
because the locel church people themselves have
been taught how to do the follow-up work. This
we believe, places the responsibility where it
rightfully belongs� in the local church.^
Many have acknowledged that follow-up has been the
forgotten phase of evangelism. For years the need has been
! W. C. Mavis, "Cere of Converts," The Free Methodist.
86�7l+6-7!4.9, Nov. 2k, 1953.
p
Billy Graham, unpublished letter to pastors during
tho Greater New Orleans Svangellstio Crusade, Oct. 19$k*
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recognized, however, little has been done to meet that need.
Tho aecond part of the great commission found in St. Matthew
28t20 haa proved to be more difficult than tho first, . .
teaching them to obaerve all things Whatsoever I have com
manded 3rou ..." It was in tho divine commission that a
teaching ministry should accompany a preaching ministry.
I. THE IMPORTANCE OP CARITO FOR CONVERTS
The Bible has sounded the note of reaponslbllity that
each Chrlatlan has for the xanbellever. Each Christian haa
the reaponslbllity seen In Ezekiel 3sl8 to "warn the wicked
from his wicked way." Christ's words, recorded in St. John
15:8, show whst was expected of the disciples. "Herein is
my Father glorified, that ye bear much frultj so ahall ye be
my diaciplea." The responsibility has not been fulfilled
after a soul has been won to Christ, but then another phase
of the responsibility has become operative, i.e., to see the
new Christian nijrtured into full spiritual maturity.
The analogy has often been made comparing the new
Christian to a new baby that needs special cere. If a baby
has died from lack of care or starve tlon, the baby has not
been blsswd, but the parent. Many timea people have been
forever lost to the gospel because en evangelist or personal
worker did not show a continued Interest in them after their
deeision for Christ was made. The most effective evangelism
k
ta�B b�*n mmmipsni�4 hf sam of foXlow-up. This hsa
boon oeeoz^lng to tho Hoy fo�t�aiont p�ttei<vi. A spirit of
ovengelisid thet dooen*t seek to estebllsh its oonYorto heo
fellon short of tod's plon,
A soul winner hes ohllgeted hinsself es � tpirituel
l^rent* Tho opootlo eonaiderod himself � porent, for
in X Corinthian* k^l^ ho saidi "For though 7* have ten
thousand instructors In Chriat, yet have yo not many fathers t
for in Christ Jeaua I have begotten you through the goapel**
fwo tendeneiea have been obaerved regarting earing for th�
new eonvertt First, some have attempted to diamiBB their
roapoaaibility for earing for their converts by "eooimittli^;
th�n to dfod*. See(md� other* have been overly solieitoua
t&v their converts' welfare and have attes^tad to do too much
for the converts, thus thay have atiflod peraonal initiative.
Tho apoatlo Paul told of tho vario^ of fieoa in tha
church of Oodt apoatlos, pr&phota, evangelists, poBtora and
teechera. Tho purpose of theao offioea was listed in tho
verees ioesMdietely following. This has been called a elaa�
Bio verae on follow-up.
Till wo all come in tho unity of the faith, and of
the knowledge of tho Son of Ood, unto a porfeet
men, unto the meesuro of tho stature of the ful
ness of Clffiatt that wo henceforth be no more
ehildron, tossed to and fro, and carried about
with every wind of doctrine ... but speaking tho
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truth In love, may grow up into him in all things,
whieh la the head, even Christ, 3
In ft simple statement, the purpose of spiritual follow-up
care is to help the new Christians grow in grace, to see
them established in the faith and developed to the place
where they too can evangelize others. It may be said, that,
the task of evangelism has not been c(�apleted until the
evangelized are evangelizing. It has been the purpose of
this study to ahow that follow-up is essential to the field
of evangelism. The efforts at evangelism that have not in
cluded some follow-up have not been adequate,
III, DEPIHITION OP THE TERM FOLLOW-UP
The tei*m follow-up, i^lch haa been uaed frequently in
thia theaia, has been well known and understood in the field
of salesmanship. Much of a successful saleman*8 time has
been apent in follow-up, A very successful Insurance man in
the city of Wichita was asked, "How long do you follow-up en
individual?" He replied, "We continue that indefinitely,"
He told of selling policies to individuals that he had been
contacting for twelve years. All successful salesmen have
leaimed the importance of follow-up contacts, even after
3 Epheslana 13-15,
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sales have been completed.
What Is follow-up? It la more than getting the
new Christian to read a tract or book of encour
agement or instructive material. It is more than
getting htm to attend church regularly, as essen
tial as thia isj for it was those irtio were saved
end In the church that Paul 'sent to know their
faith, ' lest his labor be in vain,H-
Follow-up has essentially the same connotations aa
"fol low-through" , Glenn Clark used this illustration.
The novice in golf who cannot give himself to the
perfect stroke with its perfect 'follow-through'
but who relies instead upon the 'chop stroke' that
begins and ends with self, can never hope to break
a record . , , No chop stroke can equal the fol
low-through stroke in athletics no matter whether
the game be golf, basketball or tennis ,5
Follow-through haa been important in salesmanship, and in
athletics .
It has been one purpose of this thesis to show that
spiritual follow-up haa a vital connection with evangeliam.
Time love and concern for souls has been needed, a concern
would cause the evangelist to follow-through. The new eon-
vert doubts the motives and sincerity of a person that has
only shown concern in him long enough to list him on the
statistics as another convert. Evangelism that hes started
with self and has ended with self has never broken a record.
^ Dawson E, Trotman, Follow-Up, (Chicago: Christ for
America, 1952), p, 8,
^ Glenn Clerk, The Soul's Sincere Desire. (Boston:
tittle Brown & Company, 1950), p. 69.
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That typa of �vengellsm has been using the "chop stroke".
The results hsve been like the results in golf, the ball haa
usually landed in the "sand trap". Evidently, follow-up has
been the forgotten phase of evangelism.
Lome Sanny, director of follow-up for the Billy Gra
ham evangelistic campaigna, stated that follow-up was "con
servation of fmit . . . and more." He used John l5il6 "I
have chosen you, and ordained you that ye ahould go and bring
forth fruit, and that your fruit ahould remain ..." Mr.
Sanny stated that follow-up was "giving parental care to spir
itual babes, i.e., spiritual pediatrics. "^
IV. THE RELATION BETWEEN EVANGELISM AND POLLOW-UP
Effective evangelism has been accompanied by effective
follow-up. These two fields, evangelism and follow-up, have
been mutually dependent. W. C. Mavis has said.
Christian nurture la not a subatitute for conver
sion. There ia no conflict between genuine evan
gelism and Christian nurture, for both are impor
tant essentials in Christian advancement .7
Evangelism and education have been essentially con
gruous. Theae have been tho major functions of tho church,
^
Lome Sanny, unpublished notes from Greater London
Evangelistic Crusade Pollow-up Instruction Classes, 19$^.
7 Mavis, o�. clt., pp. 71+6-71+9.
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but they too often hsve been foreed asunder by a sdsunder-
stondlng of their essential character and relationship.
Evangelism is necessary for soul transformation. That trans
formation was to be so complete that Christ termed it bying
bom again. The transformation that has taken place in the
heart at conversion was instantaneous. But before and after
conversion there have been periods of education and growth,
Normally, growth in grace has followed the rebirth. Chris
tian education has prepared the way for evangelism by seeking
to direct the person's experience to readiness for the new
birth. After salvation It haa opportunity to lead a peraon
onward through spiritual nurture to a mature Christian life,
Dawson Trotman, the late president of the Navigators and co-
laborer with Billy Graham, hss said.
There is no more important aspect of evangelism
than tho follow-up work and the earing for new
converts. The Bible has a great deal to say on
this subject, and indeed a great part of the Naw
Testament can be regarded as follow-up material,
for so much of it was in fact addressed to those
young in the faith.
The young convert is like a new-born babe. In the
physical realm, many proparationa are made before
hand for the birth of the child, and much care is
expended afterwards in nurturing the young and del
icate life. The same analogy should hold good in
the spiritual sphere; but whereas medical science
in our own day has made considerable progress in
reducing the risk of infant mortality and in im
proving post-natal care, little corresponding pro
gress has been made in the care of new babes in
Christ, In this important task we can only seek
9
to co-operate with God and realize at all times
that we are "workers together" with Him,"
Many churches have had revival meetings with little
planning beforehand end with no follow-up afterwards. Such
lack of effort end planning seldom has resulted in a real
revival. Little success could be anticipated from evangel
ism that has not been intensively planned beforehand, and
that has no method for caring for its converts and inte
grating thera into the church program. The only evangelism
that hes been adequate in thia secular age has planned to
conserve its converts as well as win them,
V. PURPOSE Am ORGAiriZATION OP THE STUDY
The purpose of this study has been to survey the im
portance, background, and methods of caring for new converts.
This has taken form, first, in a historical approach. Sec
ondly, the study has included a chapter on the importance of
growth in grace. This was followed by chapters which have
analyzed th� essentials for that growth. Thirdly, in the
practical phase of the study, attention has been given to
applying the principles presented in this study to the local
church program. Included in this phase of the study was a
Dawson Trotman, unpublished talk to the Christian
ministers In the Greater London Evangelistic Crusade, 19^,
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survey of the program used on a mass meeting level by the
Billy Oraham campaigns. In the conclusion, recommendations
have been made for a more effective care of converts won in
evangelistic meetings.
VI. rscEirrivE for the study
After the author experienced salvation, November 19l|.9f
there was a period of floundering. One stabilizing factor
was fellowship with a Christian roommate. Very little help
waa received from the school being attended at the time whieh
was only noninally Christisn.
Ouidance was then given to change schools, and enroll
ment was secured in Seattle Pacific College. There help was
available through the professors and the college progz�m.
Much spiritual help was received from campus friends who were
studying with the Savigators and memorizing Scripture through
the Topical Memory System. Much was given out to stabilize
a young Christian life in the weekly Bible study meetings in
the Seattle Navigator Home. These were attended and partic
ipated In with great interest and benefit.
In July and August 1951 i it was ray pleasure to partic
ipate in the counselling program and follow-up of the Greater
Seattle Gospel Crusade with Billy Graham. Being a regular
counsellor it was possible to see the inner workings of the
Crusade work.
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In 1952, the writer had tho opportunity to help estab
lish a follow-up program for the Sesttle Servicemen's Center
which had Just been opened by the evangelical churches of
Seattle, As many as one hundred soldiers were being saved
in a mcnth^s time in the Center. It was a big task to estab
lish a system that -would be effective and adequate and still
fit In the budget of th� new Center.
With this background the attempt has been made to put
in written form some of the principles of caring for the new
converts learned from these experiences,
VII, SOURCES OP THE STUDY
To amplify the neglect of this field has been the
testimony of the card catalogues in theological seminaries
and colleges, Arthur C, Archibald was the first author
known to the writer to compile a book on this subject. His
book. Establishing the Converts , wes published in 1952, In
a personal letter, dated January 27, 1956 he stated, " , , ,
I am unable to provide you with a bibliography. In fact, I
did not have much. As far es I could discover very little
has been writ-ten on th� subject," He states in the intro
duction to his book the following:
It is rather remarkable thst so alarming e situ
ation haa produced ao meager a liters tur�. The
12
writer has been iinable to discover a single volxome
dealing specifically and adequately with this sub
ject. 9
Another source of information has been personal in
terviews and letters to outstanding church leaders. In some
eases quotes have been used from these sources. The few
magazine articles on this subject have been consulted. Ad
ditional help has been received from other organizations
pi*oviding material suitable for follow-up. Every organiza
tion known to the author that ia attempting anything of thia
sort was requested to send samples of tdieir materials to be
analyzed for this study.
Considerable help has been received for this thesis
from the materials sent to the writer from the personal files
of Lome Sanny of the Navigators, He la in charge of counsel
lor training and follow-up In the Billy Graham evangelistic
campaigns. These materials Included all the counsellor
training materials and lecture notes, together with samples
of all the follow-up literature and letters used. The three
binders Included the following crusades: The Greater London
Evangelistic Crusade, 195Uj The Hew Orleans Crusade, 1951+1
The Toronto Crusade, 1955.
9 Arthur C. Archibald, Establishing the Converts,
(Philadelphia: The Judaon Press, 1952), p. T57
CHAPTER II
THE BACKaROim) OP CONVERT CULTURE
I. CHRIST'S EARTHLY MINISTRY
The New Testament recorded that Jesus gave most of
His time and teaching, not to the messes, but to individuals
and small groups of disciples* He chose twelve men who were
ultimately given the responsibility of leadership in the
Christian ohureh. Upon theae disciples rested the success
or failure of His redemptive plan for world evangelization*
During Christ's resurrection instruction He met with
the diaciplea forty daya and gave them further enlightment
on the true nature of Hia kingdom and Hia work. Before He
ascended He gave the command to tarry until the Holy Spirit
would come upon them to further teach them, to purify them
and to empower them for the task of winning men and women to
the Kingdom of Ood. Christ used Peter to show what the dis
ciples were to do with His followers.
So when they had dined, Jesus saith to Simon, son
of Jones, lovest thou me? He saith unto him. Yea,
Lord; thou knowest that I love thee. He saith unto
him. Feed my lambs. He saith unto him again the
second time, Simon, son of Jonas, lovest thou me?
He saith unto him. Yea, Lord; thou knowest that I
love thee. He saith unto him. Peed my sheep* He
saith unto hira the third time, Simon, son of Jonas
lovest thou me? Peter was grieved because he saith
unto him the third time, Lovest thou me? And he
said unto him. Lord, thou knowest all things; thou
11+
knowest that 1 love thee, Jesus saith unto him.
Peed my sheep,!
FrcMJi this incident, and the great commission to the disciples
to go and preach and teach, Christ's admonition on convert
cultvire has been evident,
II, THE EARLY CHURCH
The Apostle Paul, Much of the Mew Testament waa writ
ten in the form of follow-up material. The epistles of tho
apostle Paul were largely for the purpose of follow-up, Paul,
himself, was intensely desirous to see his young converts
continue in the faith. He wes not just satisfied with a mere
commitment of faith but he wanted them to go on to perfection.
He wanted them filled with perfect love and a living witness
of the resurrection power of Christ, In Ephesians 3:16, Paul
wanted thera strengthened with raight by the Holy Spirit in the
inner man, Paul wrote to the Thessalonian Christians, in I
Thessaloniana 3:10, that he was "night and day praying ex
ceedingly that we might see your face, and might perfect thefc
which is lacking in your faith," To tho Roman Christians,
in Romans 1:11, ho wrote, "For I long to see you, that I may
Impart unto you some spiritual gift, to the end ye may be
established."
! St, John 21:15-17
15
After he had preeehed tho gospel In tba cltlea of Asia
Minor under much persecution and hardsMp, and had returned
to hia home church, es recorded in Acts 1506, "... some
days after Paul said unto Barnabas, Let us go again and visit
our brethren in every city where we have preached the Word
of tho Lord, and see how they do." Evidently, he did not
consider writing letters to them to be sufficient in itself,
but he felt that personal contact and interest was vital for
the establishing of their young Christian lives.
St. Peter. St. Peter learned, in an unforge table way,
the importance of feeding the lamba and sheep. In his general
epistle, I Peter 2:2,3, he was still concerned about feeding
the sheep. "As newborn babes, desire the sincere milk of the
Word, that ye may grow thereby: If so be ye have tasted that
the Lord is gracious." Peter, in thia first epistle, passed
on the charge, that was given him directly by Christ, to all
ministers of the gospel that were to follow.
Peed the flock of G-od which is among you, taking
the oversight thereof, not by constraint, but
willinglyj not for filthy lucre, but of a ready
mindj neither as being lords over God's heritage,
but being ensamples to the flock. And when the
chief Shepherd shall appear, ye shall receive a
crown of glory that fedeth not away.^
Peter stated that God hes given unto us all things that per-
tain to life and godliness through knowing Christ. However,
^ I Peter 552-l|..
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in I P�ter 1:8, he pointed out that It was possible to be
barren and unfruitful In the Imowlcdge of our Lord Jesus
Christ,
To guard against this he gave a list of things thet
must be added to that saving faith. He personally felt it
was his responsibility to continually remind his converta
of these essentials.
Wherefore I will not be negligent to put you el-
ways In remembrance of these things, though ye
know them, and be established In the present truth.
Yea, I think it meet, aa long aa I am in this ta
bernacle, to stir you up by putting you in remem
brance , , ,3
He saw that Christiana needed to continually review in their
minda the essentials for Christian growth and life.
St, John. St. John also waa concerned about the spir
itual welfare of his converts. He stated that he wished them
to prosper, and be in health, even as their souls prospered.
It caused him great Joy, as recorded in III John I4., to re
ceive reports of his followers that were walking in truth,
"I have no greater Joy than to hear that my children walk
in truth," The particular circumstance that caused him to
write this was the report that the brethren brought to him
concerning the faith of Oaius, This third epistle was writ
ten to encourage Qaius in the faith. Apparently, he knew
3 II Peter 1:12, 13
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the irapoptance of personal contact with the convert, for he
said the following!
I had many things to write, but I will not with ink
and pen write unto thee: but I trust I shall shortly
see thee, and we shall speak face to face.n
St, Luke. St. Luke wrote his whole gospel in sn attempt
to instruct the converts. He wanted them to more perfectly
know the experiences of tha Lord, He further wrote the book
of Acts to leave a record for instruction on the work of the
apostles, Luke was willing to make an effort to fulfill the
great coraraission and to properly instruct a convert in the
things of God, Indeed, moat of the New Testament is in the
form of follow-up letters to those recently won to Christ,
Appsrently a considerable amount of the disciples'
time was spent in csring for the souls of their converts.
At the basis of the early church's care of souls wss its con
viction of the incomparable worth of the individual.
The risk of losing one's aoul was felt to be a real
and grave one for every hixman being. The necessity
for watching over it and csring for it was there
fore considered very Important, The care of souls
was a common care, eqiially shared by all the breth
ren in faith, 5
Spiritual care of tho young believers in the Apostolic
ehurch was at first Infomal and spontaneous. It found its
^ III John 13� Ik'
^ Gote Bergsten, Pastoral Psychology, A Study in the
Care of Souls, (New York: The kacMlilan Company, 195lT� p. ll|.�
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expression in close fellowship with those who hed newly found
Christ, This fellowship was often around a common table for
the evening meal.
In the Apostolic church, the Christians met for a
common meal known as the agape or love feast.
During this meal the believers held informal con
versation about their Ghriatian living as well as,
of course, about their Saviour. At the end of the
meal bread and wine were taken in remembrance of
their Lord. These love feasts were outstandingly
Important in tho life of the early church. o
In this Informal manner eloae personal contact was kept. In
this way the new convert wes Iramedlately taken Into a new cir
cle of friends. After a period of time these feasts fell In
to abuse. Then only the Lord's supper was served and testi
monies were given.
Tho early church's ideal for the care of aoula ia
to be understood only if we bear in mind the altu-
ation with which It had to deal. Multitudes were
beginning to seek Christlsnity. The moral level
was low and tho quality of faith manifested was
elementary. The converts brought with them to the
churches many superstitions and pagan practices
derived from the religions they had hitherto known.
The greatest need of theao new Christians was for
Instruction and personal discipline.'
Early In the history of the church catechumenel schools
were formed. These grew out of a need to train converts to
Christianity In the fundamentals of the faith. It Is easily
W. C. Mavis, "Cefe of Converts", The Free Methodist.
86:71+6-71+9, Nov. 2l+, 1953.
7 Bergsten, op. cit., p. 15.
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understood that the converts of Roman paganism needed the
preparation given them in the cateohumenal schools. This
was neceasarTT to enable them to make a satisfactory transi
tion from the old life to the new lif� in Christ.
The eatechumenate or preparation for baptism was
a very important institution of the early church.
It dates substantially from apostolic times . � ,
Aa the ehurch was set in the midst of a heathen
�rorld| and addressed herself in her missionary
preaching in the first instance to the adult gener
ation, she saw the necessity of preparing tiie sus
ceptible for baptism by special instruction under
teachera called "cetechlsts,* who were generally
presbyters and deacons ... It was, on th� on�
hand, a bulwark of tho ohureh againat unworthy
momb�rB; on th� other, a bridge from the world to
the church, a Christian novitiate, to lead begln-
nera forward to maturity . , . They {the catechu
mens or hearers) embraced people of all ranks,
ages and grades of culture, even philosophers,
statesmen and rhetoricians, --Justin, Athenagoras,
Clement of Alexandria, Tertullian, Cyprian, Amo-
blus, Lact'aniua, who all embraced Christianity in
their adult years.
�
Therefore, both evangeliam and nurture were practiced in the
apostolic and post-apoatolle churches. The converts were
carefully trained in eateehumenal elasses by pastors and
teachers .
A pattern waa aot in the early church for the care
of converts. Obviously, frtan the study, some form of con
vert care was given the new converts from the very beginning
Philip Sehaff, History of the Christian Church, Vol.
II, (Grand Rapids, Michigan J Wm.~B, feerdmans Pub, Co., 1952),
p, 256.
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of th� Christian church.
III. THE MEDIEVAL CHURCH
A spiritual decline followed the period of the early
church. The eateehumenal elasses gave way to the catechetical
classes. The catechetical classes declined to centers of con
troversy. The early church's ideala concerning the care of
souls were fundamentally changed as the church gradually de
veloped an organization that evolved into the increasingly
complex hierarchical structure of the Catholie Church.
No longer is the development of the individual or
his personal destiny of central or decisive impor
tance. The body corporate has become paramount,
and the office of Spiritual Adviser carries with
It authority of an altogether unique kind�the
power of absolution.9
Heresies crept into the church. The great church
councils were held to try to purge out the false doctrines
and condemn heretics. The creeds were drawn up end promoted.
After thia came the tides of formalism. The church was
largely apostate when the barbarian invasion came. The head
of the church which had finally moved from Jerusalem west to
Rome, was moved back east to Constsmtlnople. By this time the
Bishop of Home wes trying to assert himself as the supreme
head of tho church. During the invasion many of the treasures
Bergsten, o�. cit. , p. 16.
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and libraries of the Christian church were destroyed. The
church then entered into the period of the dark ages. It
remained in this state with perhaps only a small remnant of
true believers exiatlng until the days of the Renaissance
and the Reformation. Little is known of convert culture
during these years, but from the continuance of vital Chris
tianity it may be ascertained that some fom of assistance
wes given the new Christians,
During the period of the Roman Catholic Church's
supremacy the ecclesiastical care of souls con
sisted mainly In tho regular administration of
the sacraments and the exercise of discipline.
The purpose of this discipline was, by admonition
or encouragement to ensure that the Individual ob
served the rules and sacraments of the Chxirch,
The means were twofold: by teaching and confession. 1^
Their methods of soul care had become seriously infected with
disorder in the years immediately preceding the Reformation,
when the system of penances, indulgences and other Instruments
of discipline were grossly misused by the Church's represent
atives everywhere.
IV, THE PROTESTANT REPORMATIOH
With the beginning of the Reformation In 1517 some
Important developments began to take place, Not the least
among these was the translation of th� Scriptures into the
!� Ibid., p. 16.
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vernaculer language of the people. With this there was a
greet resurgence of interest in the Bible and the worth of
persons. In Ood's providence the printing press wss invented
and the Tyndale version of tho Bible was the first book to
come off the press. This made it possible for the common
people and tho poorer classes to have a copy of the precioiM
Scriptures, This meant greater opportunity for spiritual
growth by the masses. The Reformation also brought a renewed
emphasis upon tha priesthood of the believer. This meant
that it was not necessary for the people to pray through the
priest, but thet they could have direct access to Ood in
prayer. This also brought a renewed interest in tho individ
ual soul. Salvation no longer rested on the church but upon
repentance and the Individual's belief in Ood,
V, JOHN ELIOT, MISSIONARY TO THE AMERICAN INDIANS
An outstanding example of follow-up work wes done by
John Eliot in the seventeenth century. He hss been called
the "morning star of the modem missionary enterprize". He
sought religious freedom in America \^ich. he was unable to
find in England, He landed at Boston on November 3, I631,
First ho held a pastorate in the Massachusetts Bay colony,
John Eliot left his civilized pastorate of Roxbury to
live with the natives. He suffered mueh mistreatment from
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them. After he finally got an Interpreter, It took him two
years to learn their language. He was the first to preach
the gospel in the Iroquois language. Large numbers were
saved. He then faced the difficulty of maintaining proper
standards of Christian living among his converts In their
old heathen setting. His work was greatly opposed by the
Indian chiefs, and powwows or conjurors. He then gathered
his converts together in organized centers which became known
aa "Praying Toims", fhe first of which was at Hatick, near
Boston. Here they lived in Chrlatlan environment and had
Indian Christian pastors, teachera, and neighbors,
John Eliot not only completed a translation of both
the Old and New Testaments, hut he also wrote an instruction
book entitled. The Indian Primer or The Way of Training Pp
of Our Indian Youth in the Good Knowledge of God. The orig
inal edition of thia was published in I669, which was reprinted
by John Small, a librarian of the University of Edinburgh, In
1877. Thia waa a book of Instruction and advice to th� young
Indian believer and was written in the Iroquois language.
The verses John Eliot used on his title pages were these:
II Tim. 3:114-, 15 Out ken nagwutteanfh nifh kah
pohkontamanlfh, waheedt noh nahtuhtauonadt Kah
wutch kummukkiefuinneat koowabteo wunneetupana-
tarawe wuffukwahongafh, etc, (But continue thou
in the thinga which thou hast learned and hast
been assured of, knowing of whom thou hast learaed
themj and that frcaa a child thou hast known the
2U
holy scriptures, which are able to make thee wise
unto aalvatlon through faith which is in Christ
Jesus . )
Proverbs 22 i 6 Nehtuhpeh peiffes ut meyut ne woh
ayont! kah kehchifuit matta plfh wunnukkodtumooun,
(Train up a child in the way he should go: and when
he ia old, he will not depart from it,)^!
The Primer included the alphabet and Instruction on using it;
the Lord's prayer; an exposition of the Lord's prayer; tho
Apostles Creed and an exposition of it; a section titled "De
grees of Christian duties for several estates, collected out
of the holy Scripture" ; the Large Catechism; and the Short
Catechism, This shows an early attempt to adequately follow-
up and establish those that were won for Christ, Similar
methods were used by David Brainerd with the American Indians
at Stockbridge, Massachusetts on the Hudson River in the ear
ly l8th century,
VI. FORMATION OP CLASS MEETINGS BY JOHN WESLEY
A notable piece of follow-up was done by the early
Methodists and John Wesley, The design for the Methodist
aoeleties was worked out for the little flock at Savannah in
1736, while Wesley was a miasionary to the Indians in Georgia,
The agreement was as followa:
John Eliot, Tho Indian Primer, (Edinburgh: Andrew
Elliot, 1877), n,p.
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1, To advise the more serious among them to form
themselves Into s sort of little society, and meet
once or twice a week, in order to reprove, instruct,
and exhort one another,
2, To select out of these a smaller number for a
moi�e intimate union with each other, which might
be forwarded partly by our conversing singly with
each, and partly by Inviting them all together to
our houae; and this, accordingly, we determined to
do every Sunday in the afternoon.12
The plan for the societies was a part of John Wesley's
thinking when he returned to England from America, An organi
sation was formed in the home of James Button on May 1, 1738�
whieh later became known as Fetter Lane Boeiaty, As his soci
eties grew, it became more evident thet an Itinerant minister
could not meet all the various spiritual demands. Therefore,
In order that it might be more easily disceimed whether the
menibere were working out their own salvation, each society
was divided into smaller groups called clasfes. The division
wes made on the basis of where the people lived. There were
about twelve persons in each class, one of whom wes to be the
leader. The leader was to see each person in his group at
least once a week. The leader was to advise, reprove, com
fort, or exhort as the occasion demanded. He was also to
receive whatever they were willing to give to the relief of
the poor. Aa well as being responsible to his own group, he
12
John Wesley, The Joumal of the Reverend John Wesley.
Vol. Ill, Standard Edition, ( London s Thelpworth Press,
pp. 197-205,
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was responsible to the minister and stewards of the society.
The condition of membership in these classes was "A desire
to flee from the wrath to come, and to be saved from their
sins. "-'�3 W. C. Mavis has evaluated the class meetings as
follows :
The class meeting provided an invaluable opport
unity for spiritual fellowship faaong converts.
It represents one of the most ingenious and ef
fective methods of Christian nurture thet man has
ever known. The thoughtful Wesley said that it
could 'scarcely be conceived vrtiat advantages had
been reaped* from it. The olaas meeting today
represents one of our moat effective methods of
miniatering to young Christians.^
Glass mootinga have a modem day counterpart in many groups.
Today aimllar groups meet under the name of prayer cells,
fellowship groups, spiritual life retreats, summer camps,
and Bible conferences. Such groups should provide spiritual
stimulation, education, cooperation and mutual acceptance.
VII. CHARLES G. PIIWEY ATTEMPTED POLLOW-UP
In the nineteenth century, Charles 0. Finney realized
tho need of follow-up in the revival campaigns of hia day.
Religious revivals were prevalent during that century; it
has been obse]*ved thet little was done to help establish
Ibid., p. 191.
lU Mavis, o�. cit., pp. 71+6-71+9.
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the converts won In these campeigns. Charles 0. Finney in
his Lectures on Revivals of Religion devoted two chapters
listing advice to new converts. He said, decrying th� lack
of follow-up by the churches.
If the church had only done her duty in training
up yotuag converts to work, and to labour for
Christ, the world would have been converted long
ego. But instead of this, how many churches even
oppose young converts, when they attempt to set
themselves at work for Christ.15
This was recognized over one hundred years ago} however, his
challenge to s large extent was unheeded. Hed all the eon-
verts thet were won in the nineteenth century been properly
trained and integrated into the church program, America might
not have gon� into spiritual dscllne.
VIII . A PRESENT-DAY ATTEMPT AT FOLLOW-UP
Billy Oraham has been setting a new pattern for follow-
up in the twentieth century. Time may toll that the pioneering
work in this area thet has been done by the Billy Oraham team
has set a pattern that may be followed by pastors, evangel
ists and missionaries in the years to come. Many evangel
ists have dismissed their responsibility to their converts
by stating that follow-up Is the work of tho church, rather
Charles G. Finney, Lectures on Revivals of Religion.
(Hew York J Leavitt, Lord & Co., 1835 )� p. 396.
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than the evangelist. This has not been true of Billy Graham.
Unlike many evangellata of the past who left con
verts to flounder for themselves after a campaign
was over, Billy has a follow-up organization which
keeps in touch for at least six months with each
person making a decision. Men, women, and children
are provided materials and esteouraged to read the
Bible, pray regularly, witness for Christ, and get
in an active church, 1�
Stanley High hss made a survey on the effectiveness
of the follow-up of Billy Graham, This was reported In the
September, 1955 Issue of the Readers Digest, The survey was
made a year after London's Harringay Crusade In 195il-. There
were 38,000+ reported decisions for Christ In that crusade.
He made this statement at the close of his survey:
A surprisingly large nxuriaer of the Crusade's con
verts are carrying on; the dedication and zeal
aroused at Harringay, far from waning after a year,
are on tho Increase i Billy Graham, In the words of
one of England's most widely known religious lea
ders, 'has aroused an appetite for religion which
puts before us an opportunity auch as we have not
had In this century to claim the soul of the nation
for God,17
He continued to quote a church leader in reference to this:
'We knew some would fall away' says the Rt, Rev.
Hugh R. Gough, the Anglican Bishop of Barking, *wo
did not expect thoy would be so few. We were sure
some would carry on. We did not expect they would
George Bumham, A Mission Accomplished, (Westwood,
Hew Jersey: Fleming H. Revell Co,, 1955), p. 5k-
^7 Stanley High, "Do Billy Graham's 'Crusades' Have
Lasting Effects", Readers Digest, 67:77-82, September, 1955.
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be 80 meny, or that they would carry on with such
conviction.18
Manifestly, the methods of follow-up used by the Billy Graham
team have had a high degree of effectiveness,
IX. SUffiAHT
This chapter has briefly traced certain examples of
the care of converts from the apostolic days to the present.
It may be concluded that there has always been some type of
follow-up care given the new Christian. There are centuries
where this has been obscured from the pages of history; how
ever, the continuance of Christian faith throughout the dark
periods of history has Justified the conclusion that some
thing was done. It would not have been correct to think that
the follow-up methods used were always highly organised or
systematic, but likely they were often informal aa in the
early church.
The converts of Roman paganism needed the preparation
given them in the cetechumenal schools to enable them to make
a satisfactory transition from, the old life to the new life
in Christ. Leading church educators have agreed that America
confronts an essentially humanistic and pagan society. There
has been a change in the past 150 years in the baaic accepted
Ibid., p. 78
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presupposltlone by the common man. Ho longer do men believe
the baaic doctrines of the Bible about the creative work of
Ood, of the redemptive work of Christ, or thst man is a sin
ner by nature. They were commonly accepted in John Wesley's
day, but not today. Therefore, if the cetechumenal schools
were needed in the days of the early church for converts,
tho need has remained today. The modem-day convert has
shown the need for special spiritual help and training to
enable hira to make the transition satisfactorily.
CHAPTER III
CONVERT CULTURE IN MODERN MISSIONS
I. THE BEGINNING OF MODERN MISSIONS
Mueh could have been said about the early missionary
attempts at the �are of new converts, John Eliot, however,
haa provided a moat vivid exan^le of what was being attempted
under similar plans by the Hayhews, David Brainerd, and others.
The period of the modem missionary movement began, by common
conaent, with William Carey in 1792, "The gathering at Ket
tering marks the beginning of the associate organization,
which has been the basis of the most successful missionary
enterprises,"'^ Previously, missionary work was carried on
by isolated individuals who felt the call. This was re
placed by mutual action and a growing sense of responsibility
for the conversion of the world on the part of the churches
as a whole. Through a long period of development, from the
time of William Carey, we have the present missionary enter
prises ,
II, THE MISSION STATION PROGRAM
Prom tho study of modem missionary methods it has
1 R, H, Glover, The Progress of World Wide Miaslons .
(Hew York: Fleming H, Revell, 1939 J, p. 93.
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been discovered that the first attempts in a nev area are
evangelism or the translation of the Scriptures, After a
nucleus of converts has been gained, a mission station has
been established with funds from the mission board. This
mission station has then beccmie the center of operation for
all the work in the particular area. They have often in-
eluded an infirmary, a church, and perhaps a Bible school.
The mission station has developed into a center of curiosity
for the natives. Strange people have come in and they brovight
with them such foreign things as electric generators, gaso
line automobiles and trucks, or perhaps even an airplane.
The first converts have soon faced opposition and persecu
tion. The missionaries soon have been viewed with suspicion.
The nucleus of converts often has sought work at the mission
compound, where they could attend Bible elasses and work on
th� buildings or on the mission gai^en. This hss all tended
to limit the possibility for reaching their former tribes
people. As wes pointed out by Holland Allen these converts,
if allowed to, will soon be depending upon the missionary
for both spiritual and physical wellbeing. They often have
passively allowed the missloneries to handle any further
evangelistic work. The natives then have been kept in sub
jection to the missloneries. The end result often hes made
the stations an isolated isle of Christianity amid a sea of
Paganism, with a limited contact with environment.
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III. THE IWDISEWOUS CHURCH PROORAK
Another method that hea been used in modem missions
is the indigenous church method. This wes attempted early
by J. Hudson Taylor, and C. T. Studd in their work In China.
They sought to have as few barriers between themselves and
the people as possible. Some felt thst they went to extremes
of Identification with the native population. A notable ex
ample of follow-up was done by Dr. H. 0. Underwood In Korea.
He hed a unique method for missions in the late 19th and
early 20th centuries. It was called the 'Nevius method'.
His plan was to let every man abide in his own calling, i.e.,
to live for Christ in his own neighborhood, supporting him
self by his own trade. Secondly, they would develop churches
only as far as the natives were able to care for end manage.
Thirdly, they would train native evangelists so far as the
church was able to provide. Fourthly, he let the natives
provide their own building, built by themselves, with their
own funds, in the native style of architecture.
The early Christians In a particular community took
tho responsibility to teach others. They formed their own
Bible study groupa.'^ These were only loosely supervised by
the missionaries. Like Paul, he sought to draw out the native
Glover, o�. cit., p. 186.
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talent rather than import it from "back home". He also trus
ted the Holy Spirit to direct them in their studies of the
Scriptures. As a result the Koreans gained a high conception
of dlselpleship, They were willing workers and shamrs in
the ehurch responsibilities * They developed a deep love for
God's Word, They have often memorized great portions. Many
of the illiterate and the aged knew whole chapters by heart.
A similar type of work was done by Hobert Meckay in
Africa. 3 He, too, let the natives progress as they were
able, in building their own buildings, and supporting native
pastors. Many hsve argued to Justify their interminable gov-
ei�nment and instruction of t heir converts stating that Paul
would have done differently if he were in their shoes. They
have been afraid to entrust the future of a local church to
partly-instructed converts. But Paul quickly put responsi
bilities in th� hands of his converts.
That plan may have had its hazards, but Paul prayed
much for their success, and gave guidance by letters, messen
gers, and/or by personal visits. Paul's converts bedame mis
sionaries themselves. He gave his praise to thera.
For from you sounded out the Word of the Lord not
only in Macedonia and Achaia, but also in every
3 Ibid., p. 21+3.
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place your faith to God-ward ia spread abroad; so
that we need not to speak any thing.^
IV. THE PROBLEMS OP THE MISSION STATION
The one great problem with the mission station method
was that very often they tried to Import a complete system of
theology, and worship, and life; then imposed it upon the
natives who were not ready for it. It was foreign to them
because they didn*t develop it.
We lay great stress on the constant repetiticm of
formal services; we make it our boast that our
Prayer Book, year by year in orderly cycle, brings
before us the whole system of faith, and we import
that Prayer Book and hand it over to new eongrega-
tiona. But it is too complete. It contains too
much. The new converts cannot grasp anything se
curely,5
Holland Allen gave the reasons for failure;
I believe, largely due to the fact that we quench
the Spirit, We educate our converts to think, as
we, accustomed to a long-established and highly
organised Church, naturally think, that none but
duly appointed ministers may preach. We dread the
possible mistakes of individual zeal. The result
ia that our converts heslteto to speak of religion
to others ... They throw the responsibility upon
tho licensed evangelist and 'the mission'."
^ I Theeaaloniana 1:8.




The quicker the responsibilities have been coaimitted to the
native leadership, the more permanent will be the work.
V. A HEW APPROACH
One of the present-day attempts of the more Pauline
method of church establishment has been seen in the plan
used by the Oriental Missionary Society, "Every Creature for
Christ Crusade" in Japan. Briefly their plan hss been as
follows: (1) After having moved into a village with their
tent, they secure a plot of ground and erected the tent.
(2) They then systematically have placed a goapel portion
and a salvation tract in every home in a given area, thus
reaching new areas. (3) Their plan hes been to hold pro
longed campaigna in the village. In thia manner they have
given out the preached word, and also at the seme time, built
up a church where the fruitage of the campaign has been con
served. Each tent campaign almost always has resulted in a
ehurch. They then have attempted as often as possible a
trained national pastor, (1+) They have seen to it that ev
ery convert has been enrolled in a Bible Correspondence
Course. These have led to the formation of small study
groups .
The results of these efforts have been seen partly in
tho following statistles. Thoy hev� 165 missionaries and
many times more full-time trained national workers numbering
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650. They have 600 organized churches with nearly 125,000
merabers. Much of this has been accomplished since th� close
of World War II.
VI. SUMMART
Since the time of St. Paul various methods have been
attempted to conserve converts. However, much of this was
done by the trial and error method. Early Catholic missions
taught that the truly earnest spiritually minded converts
would become monks and withdraw from aociety to live the
holy life in seclusion. Largely, their only contacts with
the outside world were in the way of charitable ministrations
to the noedy. Their normal social contacts were cut off.
These methods were carried over in a disguised form into the
later miasionary efforts,
John Eliot saw the need of taking definite steps to
conserve the results of his evangelism among the American
Indians and set out on his plan for doing this. After the
mission station method was showing its limitations, pioneers
in missionary methods like J, Hudson Taylor and H. 0. Under
wood of Korea attempted the Indigenous church method. Since
tho closing of certain mission fields, mission boards hsve
been seeing the value of this.
Present day attempts at the conservation of converts
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have included such things as establishing indigenous churches
as soon as a group of believers has proved to be ready. It
haa included also as much personal contact with the new con
vert as a more mature Christian could give. This hes in some
Instances been coupled with a program of enrolling the young
Wliever in the Bible correspondence course. Along with the
fellowship of Christians In his locale, he has been stimulated
to undertake a system of memorizina; portions of the Word of
God, These methods have proven to be very successful, espe
cially when closely coordinated with the native church program.
The modem missionary movement has demonstrated thet
missionaries fi*o� the beginning of the movement have realized
that converts to Christ from heathenism need a special type
of culture and assistance. The mission station method has
tended to be overly solicitous for the spiritual needs of
the convert. The Indigenous church program has proved to
be more effective In the long-renge view. While some of the
methods of conserving the converts hev� at times been inju
rious to the final cause, auch attempts have demonstrated
the essentiality of convert cere.
CHAPTER I?
THE PLACE OP GROWTH IH GHRISTIAI LIPS
I. COHVERSIOH AND GROWTH REL/TED
Growth in graee naturally followa regeneration. The
pre-requialte for all Christian growth, ia to be "Bom again
by tho Spirit of Ood." This thesis has been concerned primar
ily with those that have met the requirement for Christlen
gmwth, i.e., having been made new creatures in Christ. G,
Campbell Morgan clarifies this:
When the apostle Peter charges us In his epistle
to 'grow in grace' he presupposes the presence of
life, and it ia of the utmost importance that we
emphasise that fact. There can be no growth in
Christian character save where the Christ-life ex
ists. The man who is bora anew can grow in grace.
The man who has not received the gift of life can
not grow. Growth in grace is not the result of the
imitation of Christ in the power of the human will.
It is the result of the propelling force of the
Christ-life in the soul.^
When does a person pass his prime? In the physical life per
haps at forty; mentally perhaps In tho middle fifties; but
aplritually he never stops growing. "As soon as a person
finds his best years in th� yesterday of his spiritual �xper-
G. Campbell Morgan, Simple Thinga of the Christian
Life. (Hew Tork: Fleming H. Revell Company, "T9(57T* pp. 57-58.
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ience, th� mark of 'finis' Is upon him,"^ As long es on�
eontinues to grow spiritually, he beers the marks of youth.
II, GROWTH NOT RESERVED FOR THE RECLIKE
It hss been thought by many people that they have not
hed opportunities for spiritual growth. They have viewed it
only as the perrogativ� of the recluse, the theologian or
those withdrawn for some reason from a normal active life.
A plan has been needed, a course of study, or a method to
Induce spiritual growth in tho lives of busy normal people
In all walks of life.
The apostle Paul declared that he aimed at training
oyeryono and teaching everyone as wisely as he could,
so as to set everyone before God 'matxire In Christ',
This maturity ia not then a privilege reserved for
the few only, but a normal condition to be attained
by all who seek it. 3
It may be observed that many Christians are suffering today
tran an arrested spiritual development. Under the strenuous
activities and routine of life, people have often found it
necessary to rely on the minimum of spiritual nourishment.
Much of the nature of the usefulness of the Christian
life of the new convert has been determined during the first
Arthur C, Archibald, Establishing the Converts, (Phil
adelphia: Tho Judson Press, 1952), p, 93-
^ Mildred Cabl� and Francasca French, Towards Spiritual
Maturity, (London: Hodder and Stoughton, Ltd,, 1939), p, I89.
few weeks and months of his Christian experience. Dawson
Trotman tersely stated this thought.
They can either fall into a nominal Christian exis
tence and be of little help, or an actual hindrance
to the cause of Christ or they can move victoriously
into a life of faruitfulness and glory to the Lord.
Is it not the responsibility of the spiritual par
ent, through whom the life was broxight into exis
tence | to provide for growth and training of these
babes in Cnrist?M-
III. TliE PERIOD OP OROWTH
Eighteen to twenty years has been the necessei^ period
of growth to phyaioally raise a mature young man or woman.
It may be possible to lead a person to Christ in a matter of
minutes or hours, but it generally hes taken a matter of
months and years until he has developed into a useful, mature
Christian .
Someone has said thet five percent of the task is
the decision. The carrying out of that decision
is the ninty-five percent , , , Your objective is
not only to see the sinner converted, but to see
him going on with Christ in the life of the church,5
The task hea not been completed when the convert haa
been brotight into ehurch membership. Chiirch statistics of
American churches have shown that, of every two persons re-
^ Dawson E. Trotman, Follow-up, (Chicago: Christ for
America, 1952), p. 6.
^ Lome Sanny, "Helping Others Find Christ", Koody
Monthly, 56 � 1+2, October, 1955.
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eelTed on profession of faith, on� has been dropped es a
failure. The church has not been blameless in this.
If we treated newborn babies es carelessly as we
treat newborn Christians, the infant mortality rate
would equal the appalling mortality of church mem
bers. The obstetrician muat b� followod by the
pediatrician. As Willisaa J, McCullough sagely says,
?I never saw a bassinet without sides','
The question might be asked, "How long is a person supposed
to follow-up a new Christian?" Some authors have tried to
set a time period, however, thia hes differed with individ
uals, A simple rule may be established, that initial fol
low-up has been cookie ted when the convert has himself be
come an evangelist,
IV. THE CRITICAL PERIOD
The most critical period has coincided with the most
formative period. There has been a necessity for imraediate
care and attention after a person has made a decision for
Christ, It has been necessary for work of follow-up to be
gin iHsnediately. The Billy Graham meetings have requested
each counsellor to contact those they led to Christ within
forty-eight hours. They stated in a letter to the writer
George B. Sweazy, Effective Evangelism, the Greatest




that tha actual number of houra la arbitrary but that, "the
point is thet Satan will begin his attacks of doubt and dis
couragement immediately*"�
Charlea G. Pinney sounded the truth of the necessity
for immediate care in his book. Lectures on Revivals of Re
ligion.
Ordinarily, their (young converts) Christian char
acter through life is moulded and fashioned ac
cording to the manner in whieh they are dealt with
when first converted . . . The proper time to do
this la when they are first brought in, when their
minds are soft and tender, and easily yield to the
truth. Then they may bo led gith a hair, if they
think it is the truth of Ood.9
Pinney continued to say that mueh of the convert's future
life and usefulness depended upon having right instruction
tram, the outset.
V. WORKSHS TOGETHER WITH HIM
God works to establish the young convert, along with
the Christian worker. The Holy Spirit began working in tho
heart of the yoiaig believer at the time of conversion. A
Christian works together with God to establish a new convert.
The power of the Holy Spirit to recreate a life and to change
Lome Sanny, personal letter from his office in
Colorado Springs, Colorado, February 21, 1956.
9
Charlea 0. Finney, Lectures on Revivals of Religion.
(New York: Leavitt, Lord & Co., 1�35), p. 366.
the habits and conduct will be determined by the heart at
titude toward Hira, Those that continually grieve and insult
the Spirit stunt their spiritual growth, "The Holy Spirit
builds the Inner life of the Chrlatlan, He ia the originator
and suatainer of all spiritual growth, "^^
VI. THE PLACE OP PERSOWAL BPPORT
Saving the aoul la the act of God, "For by graee are
ye saved through faith, and thet not of yourselves , .
as was written in Epheslana 2:8,9. Yet in the whole process
man has not been entirely a passive agent. Some Christians
have stunted spiritual growth by refusing to recognize the
normal demands and essential conditions for soul growth.
This was illustrated by a Christian business man who was
diligent to improve every area of his life and business, but
when he was given a book on prayer he wouldn't even look at
it. He said, *�! learned all that when I was a child." That
is the attitude that stunts apirltual growth. Defining growth
and culture, Mildred Cable and Franceses Fi�ench state the
following:
Culture is 'improvement by training' and spiritual
culture refers to care, education, and t'raining as
brought to bear on tho spiritual faculties of man's
Archibald, o�, cit., ,p, 96,
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being. It may be viewed as man's response to God's
supreme gift of spiritual life, bestowed and sus
tained by Him alone.^
Spiritual growth does not differ from other departments of
culture and growth. They are all governed by the same funda
mental laws, e.g. plant cultivation takes in environment,
soil, species, selection, elimination, fertilization, propa
gation, utility end means of securing InEBunity from plant
disease. The following notes are frena a student's diary and
recorded in the Introduction to the book. Toward Spiritual
Maturity.
He reed a series of veraea which I had never no
ticed before: 'Do not cease to cultivate the
Divine gift . . .' 'Give watchful heed to your
own character.' 'Practice the things I have men
tioned in order that your spiritual growth may be
evident to ail.' 'Work out your own salvation
with fear and tromblingj for It ia God which work-
eth In you . . .' 'Till we all arrive . . . at
the stature of full-grown men in Christ. '^^^
The apostle Paul warned against slothfulness in spir
itual matters. Hew Christians have easily picked up the bed
habits of our older 'settled' Christians. They have often
becoBM flavorless and indifferent. A person who has been a
Christian a year normally has become more useful to the Klng-
�^1 Cable & French, o�. cit., p. 15.
^ Ibid., p. vil.
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dOTi of Ood than a new Ghriatian. Progress in the Christiar.
life is assured if the eonvert has met the conditions for
growth,
VII. SimMABT
The pre-requislte for all spiritual growth is spiritual
rebirth. Growth Is natural, and lack of growth is unnatural.
Growth in spiritual life is not to be considered only for the
recluse. The moat formative period of apirltual life la im
mediately following conversion. It is here that th� new con
vert is in critical need of personal help from a mature, warm
hearted Christian, There is no growth In spiritual things
apart from the working of the Holy Spirit, Likewise, there
ia no growth in spiritual life apart frcaa the convert's own
personal effort. In conclusion, persons! effort is therefore
a necessary factor In all growth. This applies to other ed
ucational and cultural systems, but equally to the realm of
the Spirit, No satisfactory results are to be anticipated
without the exercise of discipline, self-denial, perseverance
and determination, God honors the efforts of the sincere-
hearted young believer seeking to grow up "unto the measure
of tho stature of the fulness of Christ", (Ephesians l4.:13b).
CHAPTER V
ANTICIPATING THE NEEDS OP THE CONVERTS
Only th� first �ssential needs of the new converts have
been considered in this thesis. Many further instructions
could have been listed which are essential later in Christian
life, Thia broader list would not come In the purpose of this
study. This field of advice to the Christian would give, per
haps, an unending list. This chapter will cover th� following
subjects: Salvation, understanding and acceptance, assurance
of salvation, learning to meet temptation, developing a devo
tional life, church raemberahip, the sacraments, active Chris
tian service and full surrender. These have been considered
in the field of general advice to the new Christisn. The fol
lowing chapter will cover specific essentials for the apirlt
ual life of the new Christian, A hypothetical case has been
taken. This chapter therefore traces the needs of the average
convert .
I . SALVATION
It is first essential to determine the basis of the
convert's decision. After being dealt with, it is not enough
for him to say merely, "I fe�l better". The counsellor needs
to make sure that the seeker Is sure of what he has done, and
1+8
that he has not haeed his salvation on feeling. This may be
done by using eertain Seriptures on salvation and assurance.
It will be natural for a new convert to feel better, but he
should realise that when the momentary feelings diminish that
he still has something eternal started in his soul. A good
clear start la essential. Involved in this decision Is re
pentance, confession of sin to God, and confession of Christ
before men.
II. IJHDERSTAirDISG AHD ACCBPTAH(S
Understanding and acceptanco is one of the first needs
of tho new Christian. This is ideally given by the counsel
lor that led hira to Christ, If he has special problems re
garding life-long habits and practices, he needs understanding
and help�special help for breaking some habits, Tho attitude
of the counsellor, whether he be the pastor or a layman needs
to bo one of acceptance, "This attitude of acceptance of
converts as immature Christians provides a healthy spiritual
climate in which they may grow."^ In other areas of life,
people work at thoir best when they are assured of tho con
fidence of those about thera,
�'^
W. C. Mavis, "Care of Converts", The Free Methodist.
86jrl|-6-7i+9, November 2^, 1953.
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Positive attitudes on the part of pastor and fel
low Christiana are a means of strength to a convert,
but the chilly atmosphere of negativism and dis
trust makes it difficult for them to grow in grace, 2
Some German paychologlata have pointed out clearly the value
of a aense of belonglngness in the developawnt of personality,
Thoy state that childrMi are most likely to develop favor
ably when reared in hemes that provide appreciation, recog
nition and security. The same thing can be applied to con
verts ,
III, ASSURAHCB OP SALVATION
Foremost among the needs of the convert is assurance
of salvation. The pattern has been that, soon after conver
sion, the surface feelings will pass away. This is a very
critical time, for Satan then begins to plague the convert
with doubts and discouragement. He needs to be prepared for
this before it ever takes place. This can be done by getting
him to realise that his aalvatlon ia based on the veracity
of God's promises and not upon his feelings. An excellent
verse in the B Rations (Beginning^ with Christ) packet used
for follow-up in the Billy Graham campaigns:
And thia is the record, that God hath given to us
eternal life, and this life is in Hia Son, He
^ Mavis, o�, cit., pp. 7U6-7l|.9.
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that hath the Son hath lifej and he that hath not
the Son of God hath not life. 3
To illustrate the importance of assurance in the field
of mental health the following case history story has been
taken from John Sutherland Bonnell 's book. Psychology for
Pastor and People � A cruel jealous brother, ten years old,
said the following to his younger sister, six years oldi
You are not my sister at all, end my mother and
father ^re not your parents. You're a little
orphan and when you were a baby you were adopted
by my people. You think they love you, but they're
�nly pretending. They pity you because you're an
orphan. You mustn't tell them you know the truth,
because if you did they'd probably give you away
to some other family,^
Tho woman relating this experience to a psychologist later
in life said, "I was heartbroken and cried myself to sleep
every night for months," As the woman related the details,
the shock of the awakened memories made her almost hysterl-
cal. She had lived in constant fear that her "foster" par
ents would abandon her. However, after her tenth birthday
she was looking over some papers thet her father hed pre
pared for Insurance and passports and she came upon her birth
certificate giving the name of the hospital where she was
People
5 I John 5tll,ia
^ John Sutherland Bonnell, Psychology for Pastor and
, (Wew York: Harper & Bros., 19M.�>, pp."lT7-118,
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bora, hep pax>eat*8 names, the nam� of the doctor, and other
Information K^leh convinced her that her brother had cruelly
deceived her. This discovery did not cure the feelings of
Insecurity thet plagued her xintil later in life when she re
lated this to Dr. Bonnell.^
Assurance is feeling a degree of security in the Chris
tian experience. This security is based upon the witness of
tho Word of God and the witness of the Spirit of God,
And this is the record, that God hath given to vm
eternal life, and this life la in His fon, he that
hath not the Son of God hath not life,�
Tho witness of the Spirit is the other factor in assurance.
The Spirit itself beereth witness with our spirit,
that we are the children of God: And if Children,
then heirs ; heirs of God, and Joint-heirs with
Christ; if so be that we suffer with Hira, that we
may be alao glorified together,'
The confidence of the counsellor, partor or personal worker
that led him to Christ will be another source of assxirance,
IV, ISARITIFG TO MEET TSMPTATIOIT
The new Christian muat learn how to meet temptation.
In thia he should reallae first that temptations are common
to all Christians. Prom James 1:13-15 he should be taught






that "every man la tempted, when he is drawn away of his own
lust, end enticed." The young Christian was in the habit of
sinning before his conversion. Through repentance he has
turned from this. The temptation will be for him to fall
back into the old patterns of sin. He should be taught that
in reality h� is dead to sin, and thst it remains for him to
continually reckon himself to be dead Indeed to sin and alive
to Ood, Romans 6 could be suggested as a special chapter to
study In this regard. He n��da to realize that the Christian
norm la that "sin shall not have dominion over you".� How
ever, in this regard the teaching of the apostle John should
also be pointed out to the convert. John's own self-steted
purpose for writing his first general Splatle ia seen in I
John 2:1-2, "My little children, these things write I unto
you, that ye sin not". But he continued to say, "If any man
sin, we have an advocate with the Father, Jesus Christ the
righteous: And he is the propitiation for our sins . . ."
The new Christian needs to learn to meet temptation with the
sword of the Spirit, the Word of Ood. He should learn to
realize that Ood is able to keep him from falling.
Romans 6:11, lU.
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V. DEVELOP IWG A DEVOTIONAL LIFE
Each new convert needs help in his devotional life.
"The first necessity of the new life is to make a space in
each day for prayer end for communion with God."*' For this
a few pieces of choice literature should be placed in his
fajmds. It is Sound advice that the convert should not be
over burdened with too much of material. Help each convert
to decide the time and place for his daily time with God.
It may be necessary and valuable to meet with th� convert
at an eerly morning hour to help him get started aright,
Lome Sanny stated at the follow-up instruction classes in
London, 1951+, that "Prayer is caught rather than taught".
If this is true, then the worker must pray with them if they
are going to learn to pray. It may be wall to advise that
the convert divide up his devotional time, with part of tho
time being spent in consecutive devotional reading of tho
Bible J part of the time being spent in Bible atudy and Scrip
ture memory; part of tho time in prayer.
VI. CHURCH MEMBERSHIP
Spiritual fellowship is another need of the new Chris
tian, This should come from church membership as well as
^ Mildred Cable & Franceses French, Towards Spiritual
Mati^rity, (Londoni Hodder and Stoughton, Ltd., 1939), p, 19,
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individual fpiendshlp. St, Paul at times left a worker be
hind in a city to help establish the new Christians and tihe
church,
St, Paul was careful not to lose touch with his new
converts. They sorely needed his visits and In
struction and they received them, I have no doubt
that he was in constant communicetion with them by
one means or another ,�'�0
It is vital for spiritual health thet each convert be given
individual attention and fellowship frcan hia 'spiritual par
ent', Thia often has proved to be one of the most stabilizing
factors in Christian experience, Lome Sanny stated in tho
Pollow-TTp Classes in the New Orleans Crusade that, "Pollow-up
must be done by someone, not by something, "�^�*" Just as babies
do not live by milk alone but need care and affection so with
the new Christian, There are no materials that alone build
strong Christians, He stated that "The Church is looking for
bettor methods, but God la looking for better men",12 The
individual with his needs is often lost in the masses. This
is true in mass evangelism. On nineteen recorded occasions
Jesus Christ wes occupied with teaching just one person.
Hence, the most effective follow-up is personal follow-up
1^ Holland Allen, Missionary Methods, (Londoni World
Dominion Press, 1953), p. 112.
Lome Sanny, xonpublished notes from the Pollow-Up





or tho sponsor plan, using an appointed 'fellowship friend'.
Splritttal fellowship should include prayer backing
for each new Christian. Paul was on his knees that the
Bphesian Church might measure the heights, breadths, and
depth of an tmmeasured saintliness and be filled with all
the fullness of God. Epephras was in strenuous constant fer
vent prayer that the Colossian Christians might stand perfect
and complete In all the will of God, Further, the new Chris
tian needs spiritual fellowship from the larger corporate
body�the Church, The Bible tells us nothing of solitaire
religion.
Some converts do not see the need of joining a
church. They ahould be dealt with for salvation.
'Ordinarily, if a person does not desire to be as
sociated with the people of God, he ia rotten at
the bottom.' 'He haa the feeling within him, that
he had rather be free, so that he can by and by
go back to the world again if he likes, without
tho reproach of instability or hypocrisy'
Human beings ere social creetures and need what social con
tacts will add to their lives. The convert needs to affil
iate with a spiritual Bible -centered church. H� needs what
church membership can give him.
Charlea G, Finney, I�ectures on Revivals of Religion,
(Hew York: Leavitt, Lord k Co,, I835), p. 366.
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VII, TSS SACRAMENTS
Th� SBcrements have had a part to play in establishing
young balleveM in their Christian life, John Wesley classed
these in with the means of graee for the Christian, If In
deed they were of enough worth to be In the Bible, they are
of some worth to Christian experience today. Because some
have over emphasized the importance of baptism to Christian
experience, other groups have under emphasized its importance.
This study will not include an argument on the mode of bap
tism but it will assume that baptism has a definite part to
play In enabling a convert to malte th� correct start in Chris
tian experience. Baptism la an outward visible sign of an
Inward work of grace. Therefore, in correct order, baptism
rightfully follows conversion for irtiich it Is the aymbol.
It enables tho convert, by that, to have an occasion for pub
lic testimony of allegiance to Christ. The Lord's Supper ia
alao of imt ortance in Christian life. Some communions
practice it weekly, while others practice it quarterly. In
the past these have been times of heart searching, confes
sion, and a testimony to continued allegiance to Christ,
VIII. ACTIVE CHRISTIAN SERVICE
Each convert needs to be enlisted in some form of
active Christian service in the church whieh he haa joined.
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Arthur C, Archibald at* es, "The convert should be enlisted
promptly in some form of Christian service. Correct devo
tional habits are not enough. If one is to grow, one must
serve". A service opportunity has often provided the
needed stimulus for growth.
A newly saved person is eager to do something for
his Lord, and it ia Imperative that the church
capitalize on this impulse lest the convert either
become backslidden or apathetic. The Christian
pastor toeey haa no more important task than to
challenge* train and guide his people in Christian
service, 15
The nominating comittees have the opportiuiity to see to it
that the inexperienced newcomer is put into a responsibility
which he can reasonably fill. To aid In the using of new
merabers, the method of Arthur C, Archibald haa proved suc
cessful, Archibald suggested that each new member be given
a "New Manbers Data Pile Card" which has a series of cate
gories of Christian aervice from which to choose. Here the
new member may express his preference by a check mark and
liat any special talents. The cards are then turned into
the pastor. These are kept on file for use of nominating
eoramittees. It haa been demonstrated that there is danger
of the convert slipping away, if he has nothing to do. In
^ Arthur C, Archibald, Establishing ttie Converts .
(Philadelphia: The Judson Press, 1952), p, 7lu
Mavis, o�, cit., pp, 7l}.6-7l+9.
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the ppeeent-dey church there hes not been a scsrelty of worth
while tasks that coiad be assigned. The new Christian needs
an outlet for useful Christian service, as much as the church
needs his service.
IX. PULL SURRBWMR
Each convert ahould be exhorted to make a full surren
der to God. In answer to the question, "What do you think
It takes to establish a new Christian?" Bishop Charles V,
Pairbairn stated, "I know of nothing that would do more to
establish a new Christian then the experience of entire sanc
tifieation. "^^ Sanctifieation of the heart is more widely
believed in today than it ever has been. Persons of various
doctrinal persuasions have acknowledged the need for such a
aecond climactic experience In the Chrlatlan life. As thia
thesis has dealt largely with the first instructions given
to the new Christian It has been considered sufficient to
aoknowledge that the new Ghriatian should be pointed to thia
new goal. Here again one night point to the classic passage
of Scripture on follow-up. Christ appointed the various of
ficers in the church.
For th� perfecting of the saints, for the work of
the ministry, for the edifying of the body of
1^ Charles V, Pairbairn, personal interview, McPher-
Bon, Kansas, February, 1956.
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Christ: Till we all come In the unity of the Son
of Ood, unto a perfect man, unto the measure of
the stature of the fullness of Christ".!'
X. SPECIAL IHSTRUCTIOW
The convert needs special Instruction In the essential
elements of the Christian life. The apostle Paul knew the
essential elements, and he trained his converts in them pri
marily. To aid in thia, there is a need of "spiritually
graded" instruction handbooks and Bible study booklets. From
idiat has previously been established in this regard, a stand
ard for judging suitable materials for such instmictlon could
be listed.
The following standarda have been deemed as a proper
guide for STXitable literature for this instruction: (1) It
must be thoroughly evangelical, (2) It muat be designed to
meet the basic spiritual needs of the convert first, and not
an orientation program for a particular sect or denomination.
(3) It must be Bible -centered, i.e., it must send the convert
to the Bible 4 (k) It must be graded according to spiritual
maturity, (5) It must not be taken up with controversial
doctrinal side issues. (6) It must not use complex termif-
ndLogy that would only confuse and bewilder. (7) It should
!7 Ephesians Ij.: 11-15,
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extremely practical and be suggestive regarding applleetlon
of the truth learned.
Much has been learned from the methods of Instruction
the apostle Paul used. He taught the simplest elements in
the simplest form. With thia he gave them the means by which
they could gain for themselves further knowledge, H� left
the converts to meditate upon these few fundamental truths
and to teach one another that his converta should really mas
ter the most Important thinga.
CHAPTER VI
THE BASIC ESSENTIALS POR THE CHRISTIAN LIPE
Four basle needs of the new Christian have been con
sidered in this chapter, A larger list of advice was con
sidered In Chapter V, For many years three things were con
sidered as essentials to Christian growth. They were the
Word of God, prayer, and witnessittg. These were often il
lustrated by a three legged stool, showing that it would not
stand with one of the legs missing, Dawson Trotman felt thet
thia wes not a very good analogy of the Christian life and
he felt that there was one ftirther essential thst should be
Included, l,e, obedience, Theae four essentials he illus
trated with the use of a wheel. This Illustration has been
simple and adequate for illustrating the component parts of
the Christian life, (See the figure on page 6i . )
The hub of the wheel is used to represent Christ, In
describing it they have said thet the hub of the wheel fur
nishes the driving power and beers the load. The two vertical
spokes are representative of the Word and prayer. From the
Word of God the Christian is supplied with spirituel food,
his weapon of defense and offense. The Word furnishes gtild-
ance, comfort and correction, being God's chief means of con
tact with the Christian. The other vertical spoke represents
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FIGURE 1
DIAGRAM OF THE WHEEL
USED BY THE NAVIGATORS
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prayer. This is the means through which the Christian keeps
in touch with God, Through prayer he can be supplied with
power and provisions for each day. These vertical spokes
have to do with the Christian's 'intake' while the other hori
zontal spokea provide the 'outlet'. Obedience was considered
by Trotman es a basic essential because without this there
could be no real Christian life. Obedience was deemed a neces
sity from the very beginning of the Christian life if tho
Christlen was to grow in graee. The fourth spoke in tha dia
gram represents witnessing. This has been the apirltual ex
ercise for the Christian, It hes been shown as very vital
for Christian growth and health, and to tho spreading of tho
Kingdcm of Ood.
After the new Christian has been made to realize thet
tho stop of accepting Christ is not the finishing point but
tho starting point for him, he will be more easily helped.
The spiritual parent hes a responsibility to teach him how
to read his Bible and pray. E, M. Botmds tersely states es
follows !
The Bible gives no premivna to dwarfs } no encour
agement to an old babyhood, the babies were to
grow; the old instead of feebleness and infirraities
were to boar fruit and be fat and flourishing.
E. M, Bounds. Power Through Prayer. (Chicago: Moody
Press, n.d.), pp. k9�
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Bach convart haa needs peculiar to his or her individual
caae and these need to he met differently in each case.
However, there are certain uniform essentials for the sus
taining of any spiritual life. Similarly there are uniform
essentials for the sustaining of physical life, i.e., food,
air, rest and exercise. Individual heeds may call for some
variation of these but they are all needed in each life. It
will be the purpose of this chapter to consider each of the
four basic essentials thet are uniform for sustaining Chris
tian life, l,e., the Word of Ood, Praiyer, Obedience and Wit
nessing.
I. THE WORD OP OOD
The importance of the Word of Ood in convert culture
has been seen from the Apostolic Church, the Protestant Re-
foTmatlcai, the Wesleyan Revival and the modem mlasionsry
movement. The apoatolic church held the gospel in central
position. Before It was written in its present fom, the
message wes spi?ead verbally from memory,
St, John said, 'That which we have seen and heard
declare we unto you, that ye also may have fellow
ship with us: and truly our fellowship is with tho
Father, and with his Son Jesus Christ'. ^
After the Scriptures were put in written form, they
I John 1:3
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vere carafully copiad t>y hand ao that at leaat every church
might have one copy. Prom thia copy of the local church, por
tions were copied by the people and carried home with them.
They often inscribed verses of Scriptures on th� walls of their
homes.
Both of the outstanding leaders of tho Protestant Re
formation placed a renewed emphaais upon the Word of 9od.
Martin Luther took great care to translate the Scriptures
from the Latin Vulgate into the vernacular German language.
In talking of the consequences of the reformation Lars P.
Qualben stated.
The first cardinal principle was the recognition
of the absolute supremacy of tho Bible as the norm
for life and doctrine. Luther, Zwingll, and Cal
vin rejected the Roman Catholic coordination of tho
Bible and tradition aa joint rules of faith and
conduct. The reformers accepted the Bible as tho
Word of God, Inspired by the Holy Spirit , , .
Since the Bible was of such vital Importance to
the people, it had to be available in the language
the people could reed. Hence th� Bibl� was trans
lated into the vernacular tongues of Europe, be
coming a book of th� people.3
The emphaais upon the personal study of the Word of God was
one of th� cheraeteristlcs thst marked the Reformation.
By the time of the Wesleyan revival copies of the
Scriptures hed been made plentiful through tho Invention of
3 Lars P. Qualben, A Hletory of the Christian Church.
(Hew York: Thomas Nelson and^ons, l"9It2), p. ^^S,
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th� printing press, John Wesley, himself, set s notable exam
ple of Bible study for his followers. He indeed was a man
filled with God's Word, It is evident from his diary notes
and letters thet he spent much time in meditetion on the
Scriptures, He was continually alluding to the Scriptures
and quoting portions of it. To some extent, this love for
the Word of God cerrled through in the followers of John Wes
ley, He continually exhorted his converts to attend to the
"means of grace", one of which was studying the Word of God.
Prom this, it is safe to conclude thet tha Bible has
been deemed essential for establishing young believers in
the faith, St, Paul revealed his thoughts on this in his
charge to the elders of Sphesus,
And now, brethren, I commend you to God, and to the
word of hia grace, which is able to build you up,
and to give you an inheritance among all them which
are sanctified. 4-
There are five different approaches to the Word of God,
I.e., hearing, reading, studying, memorizing and meditating.
Each one of these are channels through which one may acquire
some of the Word. If the convert haa used each channel he
will have acquired a greater grasp of the Bible. Hew Chris
tians need help in acquiring a working knowledge of the Word.
Thia could come from the counsellor or the fellowship friend.
^ Acta 20:32.
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They are not all able to go to a Christian college or a Bible
school, Experience has taught that they need to be taught
methods of Bible study thst are especially adapted to the
needs, time and ability. Thei�o are many specialized types
of Bible study thst have been used in colleges end seminaries
that would be almost totally unsulted for starting a new
Christian in Bible study. Of the various types of Bible
study, Howard Tillman Kuist listed twelve:
(1) the Halachic and Hagadic methods of the ancient
Hebrews? (1) the allegorical methods of Philoj (3)
Btystieal interpretation of Clement and Origan; (ij.)
Swedenborg*s science of correspondencies; Xl\.) ac�
consBodation theory of Selmer; (6) moral interpre
tation of Kant; (7) the naturalistic theory of Paul-
us; (8) Hegel's dialectical method of thesis and
antithesis and synthesis; (9) mystical theories of
Strauss and Baur; (10) speculative philosophy. (11)
dofpnatic exposition and apology; (12) gramatlco-
hiBtorieal method.5
Hone of theae methods would be entirely suitable for a new
Christian to undertake. The methods of specialized study
used in seminary training have been all right for their pur
pose, but they were designed largely for the classroom and
require lengthy periods of study. This alone has made such
methods of Bible study unsuitable for individual or amall
group Bible study by new Christiana,
A method has been used in the follow-up for the Billy
Howard Tillman Kuist, These Words Upon Thy Heart,
(Richmond, Virginia: John Krox fresa, 191+7), P, Wf*
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drahem meetings. Youth for Christ, Orient Crusades, in many
ohurohes and other places that has proved successful. The
method itself was developed by Keith L, Brooks in his Bible
study booklots. However, because of a doctrinal bias seen
in some of his studies, tho Havigators have developed a aeries
of studies fx>oe from this. It used the same simple method
of the question and one or more suggested Scripture inferences
where the answer to that question might be found. This Bible
study series has begun with tho Introductory Bible Study book-
lot, irtilch has been widely used in the Billy Oraham Campaigns
in tho United States and abroad. Lome Sanny, in the follow-
up training classes during the London Crusade in 19$k$ gave
tho following basic elements of a sult&ble Bible study for
new Christians: It should be an original investigation; It
should be consistent and systematic; it ahould involve writ
ten reproduction of answering the question in light of the
Scripture suggested but in the student's own words; it should
involve personal application; it ahould be something that the
student can share with someone else.
It is Important for the new Christian to regularly
hear the Word of Ood. Preaching Is one of Ood 'a appointed
means for propagating the Chrlatlan faith. The new Chris
tian will have a desire to rea^d the Word of Ood. A good
quality large print Bible will aid in easy reading. It may
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help tor the coiifert to sot a dally minimum for his Bible
reeding. It will help to read for a purpose, and to make
applications to his life.
Along with hearing and reading, the convert needs to
study the Scriptures, In helping him get started on this it
may be well for the counsellor to keep the principles in mind
that have already been mentioned. Memorizing portions of the
Scripture has proved to be a strong factor in establishing
the convert. Any method of memorizing the Scriptures Is bet
ter than nothing. The experience of The Havigators has shown
thet the most effective way a new Christian may begin ScWp-
ture memory is with a few key verses that were selected to
aid in maintaining the new life in Christ. The Havigators
have ahown that the most successful method with which to be
gin is memorizing In a topical order rather than undertaking
whole books or chapters. *hey have advised for the person
not to set his goal too high, but set it at a pace that he
will be able to maintain for years. They have been suggesting
that a pace of three verses a week is a good average. Other
methods of Scripture memory have proved successful. Medita
tion is something that the new Christian must work out in
hia own manner. The Christiana that have learned how to re
deem the often wasted odd moments of the day with meditation
have learned the deeper truth* of the Scripture,
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Cable and J^eneh^ suggested for setting up a devotion
al time, that the time be divided between (1) a devotional
reading of the Bible, (2) a period of prayer, (3) a space for
alienee* For first year Chrlatians they suggested the fol
lowing Scriptural portionai Selected portions of th� Psalms,
St, Mark's Gospel, Genesis, James or Galatians, Ixodus or
Acta* They have set up certain principles to be remembered
in Script\iral reading: (1) It should be thoughtful and un
hurried, and if the time is limited a shorter portion should
be taken, (2) There should be a preliminary pause to focus
one's attention on Him. (3) A person should select key
verses to memorize. It is valuable to keep a notebook
on findings and problems. It will be a treasure later on.
It wss their advice to "Let the beginner first become famil
iar with the Book itself, and leeve to a later period the
study of men's comments regarding it, "7
II , PRATCEH
Another Important phase of the Ghriatian life la
prayer. Prayer haa hed en important part to play in the
care of new converts through church history, Gote Bergsten
Mildred Cable and Franceses French, Towards Spiritual
Maturity, (London: Hodder and Stoughton, Ltd., 1^39), p. ^i}.,
7 Ibid., P* 26*
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in hifl book Pastoral Psychology tells of the importance of
prayer and devotional life in the early church.
The unique characteristic of the Early Church prac
tice In the care of souls was, therefore, its in
sistence upon discipline in the devotional life.
There is evidence that mental discipline in the
wider sense was alao imposed on converts. Certain
ly a well defined system of prayer discipline was
enjoined. Fixed times were set aside for prayer
and worship, A person striving after holiness must
live in constant prayer,"
The disciples realized the Importance of prayer and the Word
when they choae the seven deacons to assist in the business
of the church, as seen in Acts 6tk, "But we will give our
selves continually to prayer, and to the ministry of the Word."
Paul apent much time in prayer, that the Ephealan chui�ch might
measure the heights, breadths, and deptha of an unmeasurable
aaintlineas, and "be filled with all the fullneas of God,"
Paul not only apent much time in prayer, but he urged hia
followers to prey as seen in Philipplans i4.i6, "Be careful for
nothing; but in everything by prayer and supplication with
thankagivlng let your requeata be made known unto God."
To point out the place of prayer in the life of the
Christian, The Navigators have used three verses with the
Wheel diagram.
Hitherto have ye asked nothing in my name; ask,
and ye shall receive, that your joy may be full,�
8 Gote Bergsten, Paateral Paycho logy, (New York: The
Macmlllan Company, 19$1), p, l5.
9 St. John li:2k*
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But seek ye first the kingdom of God; and his
righteousness; and ell these things snail be
added \mto you,10
Let ua therefore come boldly unto th� throne of
grace, thet we may obtain mercy, and find grace
to help In time of need,ll
Eaeh new Christian has the need of learning how to pray.
The greatest men of God have learned the secret of effectual
prayer. Prayer is the other half of fellowship with the
Lord, Ood talks with us through His Word and the Spirit and
we talk with Qod through the medium of prayer,
1X1, OBEDIENCE
Obedience is an important phase of th� Christian life.
This haa been Illustrated in the wheel diagram as one of tho
horizontal spokes. This ia considered as one of the outlets
for th� Christian lif�, Dawson Trotman thought thet it was
significant enough to put in the diagram for th� Christian
life, "We learn more by five minutes obedience than by ten
years study. "12
Obedience is full-heart compliance with God's will,
Jesus expected obedience. On on� occasion recorded in St,
10 St, Matthew 7:7.
11 Hebrews i|.:l6.
Cable & French, o�, cit,, p, 98,12
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Luke k-ik^f he saia, "And why call ye me. Lord, Lord, and do
not tho thinga which I aay?" On another occasion, recorded
in St, John l5:ll4.. He said, "Ye are my friends, if ye do what
soever I command you," Here obedience is a proof of friend
ship with Christ. In the Old Testament, this principle has
been enunciated by Samuel in his discourse with King Saul.
And Samuel said. Hath the Lord as great delight in
burnt offerings and sacrifices, as in obeying the
voice of the Lord? Behold, to obey is better than
sacrifice, and to hearken than the fat of rams.
For rebellion ia as the sin of witchcraft, and stub*
boz>nness is as Iniquity and Idolatry. Because thou
hast rejected the word of the l'Si'<^, he hath also
rejected thee from being king.!*
The question of obedience is a question of tho heart.
The Lord can do little with a man until he is willing to obey
the voice of the Lord, Lack of obedience has stunted Chris
tian growth more than anything. It may be of help to the new
Christian to know that keeping his mind filled with the pure
Word of God will better enable him in the battle of the mind.
In St, Paul's letter to the Phillppian Christians he urged
them to think on things that are true, honest, just, pure,
lovely, and of good report, (Philipplans l+tS) Meditating
on the pure Word of God has helped many new Christians to
establiah correct thinking hablta. It has proven to be a
method of controlling the thoughts and ultimately the heart.
13 I Samuel 1^:22,23.
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As was pointed out earlier, the work of follow-up was
called for in the second half of the great commission in St.
Matthew 28;19, 20. Christ called for obedience to be taught
by his disciples as well aa evangelize, "... teaehlr^ them
to observe all things whatsoever I have commanded you: and,
lo, I am with you alway, even vtnto the end of the world. Amen,"
If Bible reading and study has been divorced from the
life of the student by disobedience, then there can be no
real character building result from his time in tho Word.
Surveys have shown that in the United States today, there
la much acceptable lying and stealing. This is usually done
either to save time, effort or money. If this moral laxity
has been carried over into the Christian life, it is bound
to have adverse affects.
Ho habit is more difficult to maintain than a
strictly truthful one in the general atmosphere
of unreality which is prevalent in the world to
day, and iiriiich shows itself in the common prac
tice of neither saying what is meant, nor meaning
whet is aaid.l^
Tho unregenerate have often attempted resolutions and reforms
but with disappointment and failure. After conversion, how
ever, God is working in the individual to help him to fulfill
&od�s commands. He gives power to resolve as well as strength
for achiev�9ient.
^ Cable & French, o�. clt., p. 98.
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Arthur C. Archibald recognized the place of the Holy
Spirit in obedience. Truly without the empowering presence
of the Holy Spirit, obedience would be imporeible.
Tho tremendously significant thing about the Holy
Spirit is thet He can change people whenever they
really want to be changed. He can smesh evil hab
its of the convert and nurture his spiritual gi^wth ^
until his life becomea marked with lines of beauty, ^5
When the final story has been told, it may be thst the churches
have lacked more in this element of obedience than in any of
the other essentials, i.e. Word, Prayer or Witnessing, Nothing
has frustrated the purpose of God for a life more often than
sina of disobedience, Charles 3. Pinney realized this and
instructed his converts in his Revival Lectures, Stressing
the importance of obedience he aaid.
When a man is fully detennlned to obey God, I
call that principle. Whether he feela any live
ly religious emotion at the time or not, he will
do his duty cheerfully, and readily and heartily,
whatever may be the state of his feelings, 1�
The conscience could be compared to the mariner's com
pass. It needs to be reset from time to time to the Word of
Ood, like the mariners compass must occasionally be reaet to
true North, The conacienoe has had mueh to do with tho
1^ Arthur C, Archibald, Establishing the Converts.
(Philadelphia: The Judson Pres s , 1952 ) , p . 977"
1^ Charles 0, Pinney, Lectures on Revivals of Religion,
(Hew York: Leavitt, Lord 4 Co., 1^55), p, '^70,
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obedience of the new Christlen, Some have hsd their consciences
seared before conversion and have found it difficult to dls-
cem right and wrong even after salvation. On the other hand,
others have been overly conscientous. Each have dangers pecu
liar to their own cases.
The one whoso conscience has often been treaded over
before conversion may not feel that certain actions and habits
are wrong, which truly Indeed need to be forsaken in the Chris
tian life, A person will not bo able to successfully forsake
a habit unless he is convinced it is wrong for him, "Let ev-
ei*y man be fully persuaded in his own mind," St, Paul said in
Romans l!^:5� ^he conscience of each Christian person needs to
be reset according to the Scriptural noirra.
Persons that have lived a high moral life before conver
sion may have e tendency to be overly conscientous. They may
have entered into the Christian life with overly high aspira
tions of perfection. They have been easily led by the notions
of man as to whet makes for a holy life. They have tended to
become ascetic or puritanical. Because of the power of sug
gestion, many new Christians have been convinced thet true hol
iness cannot be attained without certain expected external
changes. A danger hss often accompanied this over-conscien
tiousness. The danger hes been thst in struggling to live
after an overly high ideal of perfection, the person hea dls-
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covered that It ia unattainable and has become diseoursged,
disheartened and has backslidden.
Both the under-conscientious and the over-conscientious
person need to hssve their standgrds of conscience continually
reset according to the standards of the Word of God, When
this Scriptural standard is set in their minds and heerts,
end they live accordingly each day by the power of God, they
are living a life of obedience that will glorify God,
IV. WITNESSING
Witnessing is to the spiritual life what exercise is
to the physical life. Witnessing plays a vital part in es
tablishing the new Christian,
We ere told in Harold Begbie%, More Twice -Bom
Men, that when a man has been saved from sin,
the surest way to make his salve tlon permanent
is for him to go straightway and save another
man,17
The cycle of evangelism is not complete until the evangelized
is evangelizing. It may be concluded that the end of training
the new convert is only reached when they have been trained
to win others and are at the task*
Witnessing has been another great failure of the major
ity of the church people. It has been reported that a church
17 Glenn Clark, The Soul's Sincere Desire, (Boston:
Little Brown & Co., 195^ P* �0,
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In Korea required that a new convert lesd someone else to
Christ before he was accepted into church membership. To
amplify the lack of witnessing among church members the fol
lowing has been quoted from Dr. Fredrick H. Olert:
Of every 100 enrolled members, 5 cannot be found,
20 never pray, 25 never reed the Bible, 30 never
attend church, 1^.0 never give to any cause, 50
never go to Sunday School, 60 never go to chumjh
at night, 70 never give to missions, 75 never do
any church work, 80 never go to prayer meeting,
90 do not havfc family worship, ^5 never win an
other soul for Christ, 18
It has been altogether too easy for the new converts to set
tle down Into the complacent pattern of the older members of
the church. If the new Christian has become a soul winner
early in his Christian experience, his effectiveness hes been
conserved,
A mighty conserving influence in the early Methodist
church was the pattern of having the convert openly state
his new-found faith before the church. After he did this,
it was expected of him that he would be at the church ser
vices and that he would witness by word of mouth to his con
tinuing fsith. This practice for conserving the converts hss
largely passed out of th� modem ehurch life.
Baptism yet offers opportunity for the new Christian
Oeorge B. Sweazy, Effective Byanpielism. (New York:
Harper & Brothers, 1953), pp. 206-20?,
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to express publicly his new-found faith in Christ. Other
opportunities could be made available for the new Christian
to express his continuing faith in the Lord. The other sac
rament, the Lord's Supper, could afford some opportunity for
this.
It may be concluded that witnessing is a vital pert
of the Christian life. It is vital to the extension of the
Kingdom of God, and vital for the welfare of the believer,
Arthur C. Archibald said, "I have grave doubts ebout the
possibility of a convert being kept in power and joy, apart
from some form of witnessing, "19
V. SUMMARY
essential to the
These four elements have been cons ide red /iChristian
life. Each of these, the Word of God, Prayer, Witnessing
and Obedience have Scriptural foundation as essentials for
apirltual health. Many have attempted to make a longer more
comprehensive list of advices to young Christians, however,
in the attempt to be exhaustive they too often have become
exhausting. They have emphasized so many things that the
convert often has not been sure what is important, and being
tmable to securely grasp anything, he too often hes mlsEsd
Archibald, o�. cit., p, 85,
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out on the bsBlc essentials. These four essentials that have
been so graphically illustrated by the wheel are easily remem
bered. They deal with the most simple things of the Christian
life. Surveys have shown that most of the church merabers to
day heve been lacking in the basic simple essentials,
Ezra had each of these four in his life as seen in
Ezra 7 J 10, "For Rzre had prepared his heart to seek the law
of the Lord, and do it, and to teach in Israel statutes and
judgments," He prepared his heart in prayer, to seek the law
of the Lord through study of the Scriptures, end to obey it,
and to witness and teach it In Israel,
CHAPTER VII
POLLOW-UP IN THE LOCAL CHURCH
On� eoramon fallur� of churches hss been that th� task
of evangellelng the neighborhood has been left up to tho pas
tor. New converts have readily caught th� spirit of th�
older Christians In tho church and have settled down into
the same lethargetle pattern. Church statistics heve re
vealed that the church has not been the "mighty army" it
could have been. Holland Allen stated that the reason for
our failure In miasionary enterprizes is,
I believe, largely due to the fact thet we quench
that Spirit ... We educate our converts to
think, as we, accustomed to a long established
and highly organized church, naturally think,
that none but duly appointed ministers may preach.
We dread the possible miatekes of individual zeal.
Th� result is thet our converts hesitate to speak
of religion to others. They t*irow the reaponsi- .
blllty upon the licensed evangelist and the mission.
This same statement could apply to churches in the United
States, Local ehurch leadera have at times even sought ways
to cool off the zeal of the now converts for fear that it
would lead some astray, or upset th� pattern of the church.
Some churches have been attomptlng to school their new
converts. Some denominations heve been doing more than others
in this. However, many of those attempts have been guided by
1 Rolland Allen, Miasionary Methods i St, Paul's or
Ours?, (Londoni World Dominion Press, 1<^55), p, TW,
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the wrong motive. Prom studying samples of literature, it
Is evident thet they have not been primarily interested in
helping th� new Christian indlviduslly to become founded in
his Christian experience; they have inst�ad been tiding to
impart complete systems of worship and theology. The Epis
copal and Anglican churches have mad� th� boast thet their
Prayer Book brings before the people the whole system of
faith year by year^ They have sought to present their sys
tem and prayer bookj end hand it over to the new Chrlatlana,
It ia too complete^ for to a new convert it contains too
much, Tha nav/ convert cannot grasp anything securely. This
same accusation could be Justly made of the other p3*otestant
denominations. Churches hev� considered It their first taak
to present the Articles of Faith or their particular empha
ais to the new convert. The catechetical training class has
frequently been the only attempt made by churches to establish
their converts. Thia has not been adequate because it too
often has, primarily^ a doctrinal and denominational orienta
tion. This has offered little appeal to the often floun
dering new Christian. Further, It has not been designed to
raset his foremost needs.
I. THE PROBLEMS INVOLVED
The pastor's responaibillty. Chtireh leadera have
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acknowledged that the first problem involved in inaugurating
a program in the locel church hf s been getting pastors to
acknowledge end accept their responsibility. Pastors need
to accept their responaibllltyj this does not mean they need
to try to do all the work themselves. The apostle Paul in
recognizing this responsibility said to Baraabas, as recorded
in Acts 15536, "Let's go and visit our brethren in every city
where we heve preached the Word of the Lord, and see how they
do." He was described as passing through (Jalatia delivering
the decrees of the Jerusalem Council with the result reported
in Acts 16:5, ""Ph� churches were established in the faith
and increased in number dally,"
Th� normal pattem is for spiritual babes to be coming
regularly into th� church family. The attitude of tho church
towards these babes in Christ should be the same as when a
baby is bom into our home�received with love and rejoicing,
and cared for with tenderness and affection. If he is made
to feel important It will give him the feeling of acceptance
thet is necessary for growth In grace. It is the pastor's
job to act as the spiritual father. It needs to be kept in
mind that the convert la a spiritual Infant. If he is well
bom, he la healthy and nomal, but hC is still dependent.
H� needs to be fed, loved, protected and instructed. He
neads to be cared for with the same diligence, patience and
understanding as a physical baby. If he hasn't received such
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cere and has basn abandoned to take care of himself, the re
sult often has been the loss of an eternal life. Such neglect
often-times forever has ruined the church's opportunities with
that person. It has at times resulted In making them bitter
enemies of the Goapel and the church.
If the church duties and evangelistic endeavors have
been keeping people so busy thet they have been neglecting
to care for tho converts, then they had better re-evaluate
the use of their time and energy.
Of all those concerned with the nurturing and devel
oping of converts, the pastor hes accepted the most definite
responsibility. Wise ministers have enlisted the assistance
of teachers and devoted laymen to help the converts across
the months and years to develop them into mature and useful
Christians,
To implement a program of follow-up in the local church,
the pastor could employ the following suggestions which have
grown out of this study: (1) There could be recognition from
the pastor. It could be in the form of a written letter.
It could Include a personal call or series of calls, (2) The
pastor could provide the convert w ith prepared elds in Bible
study and other helpful literature such as devotional elds,
(3) The pastor could appoint a "fellowship friend" for each
new Christian, If possible thst friend should be of the same
sex and near the same age as the new Christian, These "Pel-
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lowBhip Prlends" should b� trained before this assignment in
special elasses for the purpose. iU-) The pastor could direct
a week-night spiritual life course. This course should be
largely reserved for the new Christians and their "fellowship
friends",
Arthur C, Archibald gave the following suggestions to
the pastor in this regard. Each convert needs a deep and
continued personal Interest fz>ois the pastor. The pastor has
opportunity to be their confidant and counsellor in spiritual
problems. Special classes for Instruction have been helpful.
He could teach the convert how to reed his Bible and how to
have private devotions. He hss opportunity to emphasize the
benefits in church attendance. He could help them in Scrip-
tuj?e memory. He might also direct a class in public speech
to equip thera to witness,^
In anticipation of converts before a planned evangel
istic series, a special class may be scheduled for the per
sonal workera, who also could be the "fellowship friends"
that would do the follow-up, Aa a part of this class, it
would be well to set up a hypothetical case. With the use
of the black board and notes, trace through step by step what
should be done for follow-up. In this the pastor should pro-
^ Arthtir C, Archibald, Establishing the Converts,
(Philadelphia: The Judson Press, l95S), p, Bj,
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vide suitable materials and aids for the "fellowship friends"
to use. In all probability, the greatest Job of follow-up
will be done by these trained lay workers.
The pre-revival training should include principles
of teaching. Attention would need to be given to the special
needs of the new convert. The "fellowship friends" should be
conversant with these and heve some idea of how to meet the
needs. The pastor la uniquely responsible for the follow-up
of converts, but this does not mean thet he will do the whole
task single-handed. Sear the end of the Billy Graham crusade
in Scotland in 1955* Billy Graham said the following to the
ministerial group.
If you ministers fail to go out and help these
people who need spiritual growth, there could be
a revolution of laymen in Scotland with the bleSf�
sings outside rather than Inside the church.
There could well be a disaster unless the clergy
takes its place of proper leadership. 3
The pastor's job would be to load and coordinate the follow-
up program in his church.
The Church's responsibility. At least half of tho
church's evangelistic reaponslbllity comes after people have
made their decisions. Whether these decisions were gained
through preaching, viaiting, in the church school, at a young
3 George Burnham, A Mission Accomplished, (Westwood,
Sew Jersey: Fleming H. Revell Co.), p. ^^3.
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people's conferenee--8nd no mstter how searching they may
have been�a great deal Is still to be done before the new
Christians could be regarded as safely started in the Chris
tian life and in the church.
When you have secured the enrollment of a person
in the Christian life, you have obligated yourself
and the church in the same fashion as two parents
who bring a child into the world ... To the
converts who have no ecclesiastical background
there Is a strange ujifarailiarity. It is a strange
new world, A good start Is Imperative, 4-
What shall we do with converts? Conserve them,
of course, to the chtirch. See that the church
hss done everything in Its power to contribute
to their growth in grace, to their Christian
training, and enlistment in winning others and
in the activities of the church. They must be ^
Integrated or the hajrvesting efforts finally fail,5
There are four aapeets to follow-up so far aa the church has
been ooncezmed: (1) To help the new member to maintain a
vital living faith; (2) through participation to help them
grow into active church members; (3) to provide for thera much
needed fellowship and feeling of acceptance; (I4.) to help them
to become vital Christians in daily conduct and social rsspon-
albility. In the churches that have done this the people and
tho pastor have accepted their responsibility of follow-up.
^ Dawson C. Bryan, A Handbook of Evangelism for Laymen,
(Nashville? Abingdon PressT 19h^), p, 90,
^ Archibald, o|i. clt., p. IO8,
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The work of follow-up has not been sueeeasful when it has
been entirely left up to the already overworked psstors.
It la th� task of the whole ehurch to support the follow-up
work with their Interest and prayers.
The Sunday school has played a very important pert In
establishing the convert. The Sundfy school teachers have
welcomed new Christians into their classes if they are not
already members . The Sunday school has had an excellent op
portunity to help th� convert to adjust th the Christian life
and to keep him in the Way. Dr. Harold C, Mason pointed out
that, the Simdey school helped reach th� people and prepare
them for salvation. He stated that the Sunday school was an
ingathering agency and that It was a conservation agency.
Thus the Sunday school wins, holds and nurtures as
the other half of the sphere of evangelism. It is
less spectacular, less emotional than the revival
meeting, but is equilly indispensable, �
The Sunday school teacher may well be the best person to as
sign as the "fellowship friend". The "fellowship friend"
should be a wem-heerted, mature Christian, preferably the
on� who helped the convert understand the gospel and bring
him to the place of the new birth,
St, Paul charged the Roman church in this regard In
� Harold C, Mason, "Keys to Sunday School Evangelism",
The Sunday School Journal . l^-lrg-lO, January, 1956,
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Romans 15 J 1,2, "We then that are strong ought to bear the
infirmities of the week, and not to please ourselves. Let
�very one of us please his neighbour for his good to edifi
cation, " He continued, in verse 7� "Wherefore receive ye
one another, as Christ also received us to the glory of Ood."
To the church at Oelatia he charged the followingJ
Brethren, If a man be overtaken in a fault, ye
which are spiritual, restore such an one in the
spirit of meekness J considering thyself, lest
thou also be tempted. Bear y� one another's bur
dens, and so fulfill the law of Christ,'
It has been of no value for the older Chrlatians to be quick
and ready to condemn the new Christian because he haa failed
in some regard. If, on occasion, a new Christian has fallen
in some way, church metidDere have been known to express the
doubts they had regarding that individual from the beginning.
Without realizing It, they have accused themselves for their
lack of parental cere for the babe in Christ, According to
th� Bible, the stronger mature Christians are to be of spe
cial help to the new Chrlatians, It has not been enough to
cause people to make an initial start in the Christian life,
but that they have continued in it end have become useful to
the church in spreading the gospel to others.
Galatians 6:1.
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II. PRIHCIPLBS ISrVOLVED IH ESTABLISHIHG THE COHVERT.
Firstly, �xperienoe has taught that God's guidance is
Imperative as to which "fellowship friend" would be suited
for a specific convert. Some personalities have natural con
flicts , The convert ahould be helped by someone in whieh he
has confidence. The natural one to do the follow-up is the
spiritual parent, i, e,, the one that led him to his decision.
This however haa not alwaya been possible nor wise. Each
convert should be assigned a "fellowship friend", God haa
alwaya opened the door of accessibility to the heart of tho
new convert. Much prayer and time therefore needs to be spent
before and after the assigment has been made.
Secondly, a further contact needs to be made with the
convert within a few hours after conversion by his respective
"fellowship friend". Tho time limit waa arbitrary, they said,
but a time limit had to be set. They set this time limit for
their counsellors to contact those they dealt with after the
meetings. They suggested that the first contact might be in
formal. During this first contact the "fellowship friend"
wes to learn all he could about the convert. He was to en
courage the convert to talk about his spiritual background.
Something in this regard may be learned from that great man
of prayer, Fanelon, He said the following In a letter dated
July 19, 1712:
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Speak little; listen much, think far more of under
standing hearts and of adapting yourself to their
needs than of aaying clever things to them * . .
Never say more than is needed, but let whatever you
do say be said with entire frankness. Let no one
fear to be deceived by trusting you . . . Keep
track of all who com� to you, and follow them up,
if they seem disposed to escape. You should become
all things to all the children of God, for the sake
of gaining every one of them.^
The first eontact with the convert should assure him that he
hat someone truly interested in his spiritual welfare. At
timea, it has been wise not to reveal the fact that a "fel
lowship friend" has been assigned to him.
Thirdly, it has always been helpful when a sincere
concem for the convert's welfare has been manifested by the
"fellowship friend". The ideal peraon for the "fellowship
friend" Is a person with an attitude like Timothy, whom Paul
aent to Philippi,
But I truat in the Lord Jesus to send Timotheus
shortly unto you, that I also may be of good com
fort, when I know your state. For I have no man
likeminded, who will nattirally care for your state.
For all aeek their own, not the things which are
Jesus Christ's."
Again, in hia anxiety for the faith of the Thessalonian Chria-
tlena, Paul called upon Timothy to go.
" John S, Bonnell, Psychology for Pastor and People.
(New York: Harper 8e Bros., 1914-6), p, T5T
^ Philipplans 2:19-21.
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Wherefom when we could no longer forbear, we
thought It good to be left at Athena alone; and
send Timotheus, oxir brother, and minister of God
and our fellowlabourer in th� gospel of Christ,
to establish you, and to comfort you concerning
your faith,!"
Laymen of such caliber have been of invaluable aid to the
ministsr in conserving the results of evangelism. The min
ister should look for some of these qualities in the "fellow
ship friends" he intends to appoint. Classes for training
these workers have been a means of finding which ones were
the best qualified for this taak of follow-up care,
Potirthly, tho "fellowship friend" needs to spend tlmo
with the new Christian regularly, Lorne Sanny suggested at
least one contact a week. During the initial contact, ar
rangements could be made for another meeting time for the
two, A goal could be choaen for the use of the time when
they are together. It might be juat for the purpose of
shazrlng one another's burdens in prayer. It might be for
studying the Bible together, or memorizing the Scriptures,
This time might include a sharing of the blessings that one
has received from the Lord,
The "fellowship friend" has tho Job of doing indi
vidual follow-up. This type of individual follow-up has
been attempted by the Navigators in coiuiectlon with the
I Thessaloniana 3!l,2
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Billy Grshaia Crusades, The following material wes given in
the Pollow-Up Training Course taught by Lorne Sanny in con
nection with the Chatanoog�, Tennessee Campaign:
Pollow-up, th� principles of operation,
1, Relation of follow-up to personal evangelism.
What is your vision, as you do personal evan
gelism? Do you see names on cards as the goal,
or do you so� in that person the potential of
their winning neighbors, friends, �tc?
2, Advantages of individual follow-up,
a. Individual needs vary es much as individ
uals vary. Has anyone ever spent fifteen
minutes with you to show you how you can
use your life to glorify Ood?
b, Everyone may do it� there la someone you
can help. However, individual work is
more difficult; the one helped chooses
the subject. He will be checking up on
you* as you on hlml
c. It insures personal application, providing
a personal check-up. With a group, can
only hope they apply the instruction.
Telling is not teaching. With the individ
ual, you can see them make the application,
3, How to start someone--principles to follow:
�� ^ell why�'Show importance of memory and
Bible study and why you use it. Awaken
the need; begin at a point of interest to
them�witnessing, prosperity, etc, give
a verse on it. Trust Ood to create desire,
b. Show how�there ia a vast difference be-
tween telling how and showing how.
c. Get them started�There Is a right way and
8 wrong way. Don't push, but aak them to
prey about it and let you know what God
would heve them do. Arguing into Scrip
ture memory, or Bible study will not sell
them on it. If they take the initiative
in starting, you have more leverage to
follow-up .
d. Keep them gping--eheck up on them. Once
they have started voluntarily, help them
reach and maintain their goal. You have
a little right to put pressure on if they
9k
wanted you to help them.
e. Reproduce the proces8--See to It thet
thaj in due tln� pass whst they learned
on to someone else in need,^^
The material presented by Mr. Sanny In the courses he taught
has not been Just theory on how to work with other men, but
it came out of his own experience. He presented a simple
five point pattern for the "fellowship friend" to follow, as
has been quoted under division three above.
Fifthly, the "fellowship friend" could take his man
with hin on various occasions. This was a principle that
Christ uaed in the training of the ttwlve. "And he ordained
twelve, that thoy should be with him, and that he might send
them forth to preach . . ."^^ The apoatle Paul recognized
the ImportaiMse of this and used thia method in training Tim
othy.
... behold a certain disciple was there, named
Timotheus, the son of a certain woman, which was a
Jewess, and believed; but his father was a Greek:
Which was well reported of by th� brethren that
were at �ystra and loonium. Him would Paul have
to go forth with him; and took and circumcised him
because ot tiie Jews which were in those quarters :13
Proa these it has been determined that th� apostle took his
l! Lome Sanny, "Pollow-up Instruction" (unpublished
class instruction notes given before the counsellor training
class, Chattanooga, Tennessee, 1953) � P. 6.
1^ St. Mark 3'.lk�
13 Acta 16:1-3.
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best converts with him on occasion for special training.
Using this pattern the "fellowship friend" could take his
new convert with him to church. Youth for Christ meetings,
or other special Christian meetings. If possible, it would
be good to spend a holiday together, or plan a time of re
creation together. The purpose of this lighter fellowship
is for gaining rapport. Many have acknowledged thet it is
necessary to gain the confidence of an individual before he
will accept spiritual instiniction.
Lastly, the new Christian needs to be jjiven a job to
do, Meny authors have emphasized the importance of putting
Christians to work. The new Christian often has a natural
desire to begin doing something. They will have a sense of
usefulness if they heve been given a job to do. Whenever
the new Christian has accepted the challenge to witness to
his neighbors, friends and fellow-workmen he haa discovered
a greater joy in Christian living,
III, SUMMARY
The purpose of this chapter has been to enumerate cer
tain principles of convert culture for use in the church sit
uation in attempting a program of follow-up hes been two fold.
First, the pastor has responsibilities to accept. Secondly,
the church people have reflponsibilities toward the converts
to be fulfilled. Certain principles were eniimerated regarding
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th� method to b� used. This dealt with th� assignment of
the "fellowship friend", his first contact, his concern, the
time spent with the convert end other associations. The last
consideration under this division wss the convert's need of
opportunities for service.
CHAPfER VIII
AN EXAMPLE OP MASS MEETIKQ POLLOW-UP
I. THE BILLY ORAHAM PROORAM
Many evangellats of the past century provided little
in the way of conserving the fruits of their meetings. This
was especially true in the large community-wide campaigns.
This has been a commonly known criticism of large-scale evan
gelistic meetings. Much of the skepticism of the value of
mass evangelism has been diminished by the results of the
follow-up work in connection with the recent Billy Oraham
campaigns.
One year following the London Crusade of 19^, Stan
ley High made a survey checking the lasting effects of the
meetings. He stated that the meetings resulted in 38,000
decisions for Christ. He made scores of interviews with
churchmen of many denomination, church editors, laymen and
converts . He asked these questions :
Whet has happened to the Crusade's converts? What
remains of the dedication and zeal which was stirred
among so many preachers and churches? Waa it all
a passing show?-*-
The answers which he reported were supported by a mass of
! Stanlev- High, "Do Billy Graham's 'Crusades' Have
Lasting Effects , Readers Digest. 67:77-82, September, 19$5.
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facta and firsthand testimony:
A surprisingly large number of the Crusade's con
verts are carrying on; the dedication and zeal
aroused at Harringay, far from waning after a
year, are on the increase; Billy Graham, in the
words of one of England's most widely known reli
gious leaders, 'has aroused an appetite for reli
gion which puts before vta an opportunity such as
we have not had in this century to claim the soul
of the nation for Ood, '2
At the beginning of Billy Graham's popularity, during the
big revival in Los Angeles, he felt the need for an effective
program of follow-up to accompany his crusades. It was In
I9I4.8, that he approached Dawson Trotman, the late president
of the Navigators Inc., with the matter of taking charge of
the follow-up for his crusades.
Unlike many evangelists of the past who left con
verts to floimder for themselves after a eampaig^Q
was over, Billy has a follow-up organization which
keeps in touch for at least six months with each
person making a decision. Men, wcaien, and children
are provided materials and encouragement to read
the Bible, prey regularly, witness for Christ and
get in an active church. 3
Apparently, this has been the first attempt made, on such a
scale, to conseirve the effects of large evangelistic cam
paigns. Dr. Robert Coleman stated, "I think that these
^
High, 0�. clt,, p. 77.
3 George Bumham, Billy Graham: A Mission Aceorapllshed,
{Westwood, New Jersey: Fleming H. Revell Co., 1955), P. 5!4-.
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awthods will set a pattam for other mass meeting campaigns."^
Sam Shoemaker was apparently disappointed from the re
sults of the campaign in the New York Cathedral with Bryan
Green of England in 19i4-8, It did not result in a eontinuing
spiritual movement, and he attributed it to the fact thet the
follow-up consisted mainly in a clergy committee which after
awhile just stopped meeting.
He waa disappointed that the clergy themselves did
not acknowledge their own need to be further con
verted, and there were not a half-dozen parishes
prepsred to follow-up the results of the mission
by anything except making these new converts into
just the kind of people we had already . , ,5
The basic principles of follow-up have been the seme
in personal evangeliam or In maas meetings . In this regard
Billy Graham aald, "There ia no such thing as mass evangelism.
Each person must make up his own mind whether to accept Christ
or not. "6 It has been evident that the whole follow-up pro
cedure of the Graham crusades was designed by Mr* Trotman
with the Individual care principle in mind. Each one of the
thouaanda who have made decisions for Christ in the campaigns
^ Robert Coleman, stated in personal interview,
April, 1956*
^ Lloyd Knox, "Congregations Communicating Christ",
(unpublished lecture given at Minister's Workshop, Wichita,
Kansas, Sept. 1955).
^
Bruce Reed, "The Pollow-Up", Moody Monthly. 55jU2,
October, 19514-*
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have been given personal attention and help.
It has been reported that there are two factors that
hsve attributed to the successful follow-up program. First,
they had a remarkable system devised that enabled a minimum
number of workers to reach a maximum ntimber of people. This
system Included a series of specially designed materials
which were given to the converts. Second, the system and
materials would not have been successful had it not been for
the corps of faithful trained counsellors thet have worked
with them in each major campaign.
Tho spiritual energy of many experienced Chris
tiana which was often being used ineffectively
found a stimulus and direction In the methods of
the Billy Graham team. This gave them a greater
reelleatlon of their responsibilities as Chris
tians and trained them in such a way that they
understood how to be effective in the all-impor
tant work of follow-up.'
During tho past four years, thousands of lay men snd women,
as well es pastors and church workers have been trained to
do personal work and follow-up in connection with the Billy
Graham evangelistic crusades. This training consisted in
ten hours of lectures plus printed notes and illustrations.
The trained workers then have been given opportunity to use
what they have gained in class.
The Billy Graham campaigns have been using three
7 Ibid., r. 90.
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different -iroans of follow-up. (1) A minister or church, re
presentative was asked to make Immediate contact with each
convert that expressed his church as preference. (2) The
crusade offices have kept in contact with the converts through
the means of mimeographed letters. Some of these letters -were
usually written by Billy Graham, and the others were written
by the follow-up committee or the director. These letters
usually have had words of encouragement or siiggestions on
the Christian life, (3) The third means has been that given
by the counsellors. The initial contact with the counsellor
was m8(to when the individual came forward to the counselling
tent. After this the counsellors were invested with the
responsibility to contact the convert again within forty-
eight hours. This was to be by phone, with the representative
froM the preferred church that gave the needed personal contact.
The pattern has been that when a person has gone for
ward in a meeting he was paired off with a counsellor of his
same sex and age. After having been seated in the counselling
tent, a few words of instruction have generally been given
by Billy Graham or an associate. After assurance hes been
gained by the convert, the record was to be filled out. The
materials used in the particular campaign were given to the
convert, and he was introduced to an advisor. The advisor
sought to help the convert further if he needed it. The
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record csrds thet were filled out were used by the follow-up
director to keep In contact with tha convert, to send the
names to the pastors and to invite the converts to special
meetings designed to help them in their spirituel lives. In
England these meetings were called 'teas'. Special meetings
were held separately for the men and women. Others were held
for married couples and professional groups.
Following is a list of the materials thet were author
ized for use in The Greater London Crusade of 19$k-� This list
Included most of the materials used in the American crusades,
with a few supplemental pieces. Thia list and description
was made by Lome Sanny to aid in instructing the counsellors,
A, Step I Beginning with Christ (B Rations in
the TT, S, A.)
1, This is an excellent tool for use with
older as well as with younger Christians,
2, In showing the value of memory, show
them Step I, Oo over the main points and
swae questions the booklet answers,
3, If they wish to start, let them begin on
Step I, finish it and then secure the
Ooing on with Christ packet,
B, Step II (^oing On |^ith Christ' Unstructlon in
Righteousness in tJ," S'. A,)
1, This follows Beginning With Christ, Be
sure they continue to review Step I daily
while memorizing these new verses,
2. Kote the promise end coramand idea of Step
II.
C� Topical Memory System,
"Tt Tiiis follotra the first two steps.
2, It consists of carefully selected verses
designed to meet basic needs in the Chris
tian life,
3, The topical arrangement assists in appli
cation and use.
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k.. It teaches the "how of memorizing Scrip
tures consistently through supplementary
booklets. It provides a system,
D, Introductory Bible Study,
fhls is recommended as the best study
with which to start.
2, It Is the product of ten years study
with many people,
3. It la designed on the question and an
swer basis, sending the student to the
Word for the answer, which he writes in
his own words,
Ij., It includes sections in each chapter on
application,
E. Basic Bible Work for Young Believers, by Keith
ti. Brooks,
1, fhis is the course chosen to follow the
Introductory Bible Study,
2, It is of the aame pattern, 1, e, a pro
vocative question with suggested Scrip
ture references,
3, The answer is to be in the student's own
words end not a mere copy of the veraes,
P, Search the Scripture, (S, T, S, ) study,
1, It covers four basic things,
a. Point of the Passage . . ,
b. Parallel Passages , , .
e. Problems of the Passage . . .
d. Profit of the Passage , , ,
2, This is designed to follow the Intro
ductory Bible Study and Basic Bible Work
in sequence ,
The Christian Life studies by Ernest P, Kevan,
of London Bible College . It offers a series
of twenty-two lessons concerning the Christian
life,
1, "What Haa Happened?"
2, "How Can I be Sure?"
3, "Why Should I Pray?"
"Is It Possible Hot To Sin?"
5, "How Do I Keep Going?"
6, "Are There Any Instructions?"
7, "Should I Join A Church?"
8. "What About Other People?"
9, "The Evil Called Sin."
10, "How to Worship God,"
11. "The Saviour We Know,"
lOLj.
12. *What Christ Has Done."
13. "The Grave That Is Empty."
lU. "Right About Turn."
15. "Stretching Out Two Hands."
16. "A New Standing Ground."
17. "The Standards To Bo Reached."
18. "Private Property."
19. "Understanding the Bible."
20. "Church Life.''
21. "When We Die."
22. "The Next Time Men See Jesus."
H, The Executive Committee voted go give a copy
of Billy Graham's book. Peace With God to each
convert."
Much toward conserving converts of the Greater London
Crusade was in the hands of the ministers and their churches.
Attention was, therefore, given before and through-out the
campaign to train church leaders and the counsellors for this
Before the London crusade started, Dawson Trotman ad
dressed the group of cooperating ministers on the counselling
and follow-up procedure of the campaign. In this address he
told of the important task the churches had In following-up
the converts.
The morning after a decision has been recorded, a
letter is sent from the Crusade office to the min
ister of the chiurch to which the convert belongs,
or for which he has indiCEted a preference. The
minister is told of the steps which have so far
been taken to help the convert and he is asked to
arrange for him to be visited at the earliest op
portunity. The minister is also sent a reply paid
card in order that he may inform tho Crusade office
� Lorne Sanny, "Pollow-Up Instruction Class Notes",
(unpublished notes from Greater London Evangelistic Crusade,
19514.).
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thet he is making this personal contact with the
convert. If the card Is not returned within a
week, a second letter Is sent to the minister,
politely asking for information ebout the new con
vert. This letter also indicates that if no reply
is received, the Crusade office will be compelled
to pass on the nam� of the new convert to another
minister who will be willing to help him.
Everything possible is thus don� to insure that
each convert is linked with a locel church. Fur
ther, In order to assist the churches which will
be receiving new converts, special classes ar�
arrangad during th� course of the Crusade so that
they may know how to welcome end care for the new
converts and build them up in the fellowship of
the church, and encourage them in every possible
way to become good and faithful soldiers of Jesus
Christ.
It will be soon that the ultimate aim of this fol
low-up programme Is to link the converts from the
Crusade to the local churches, with a view to
their being trained in worship, Bible knowledge
snd Christian leadership. The eventual success,
or otherwise, of the whole scheme depends upon the
sympathetic and wholehearted co-operation of the
churches and their ministers. When this Is given,
there Is every reason to believe that under uod
the results of the Crusade will prove to be true
and lasting In character.'
To amplify the Importance of ministerial co-operation In a
mass meeting follow-up campaign, the following has been taken
from the book, Billy Graham; Mission Accomplished, by George
Burahsm:
The pastor of one church wrote thet hia congre
gations went all-out for the Harringay crusade.
9 Dawson Trotman, "The Follow-Up Work", (unpublished
talk at a conference of Christian ministers, London, 19514-),
p. 5.
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They made a house-to-house canvass of the people
In the parish and provided free transportation to
the meetings. The pastor said that as a result
the membership of his church has tripled since we
left. Th� pastor of another church in London wrote
that he was against Harringay meeting from the
start and wanted no pert of it. The congregation
did nothing. Still, in an effort to criticise the
meeting at this date, he said that thirty of the
people who made decisions there had listed his
church as their preference. He didn't contact
these thirty, and to prove his point that the de
cisions were not real, he said only about ten of
the people ever showed up for services. In his
letter he said he had taken in about two families,
but wss pretty ?S[re one of these was dissatisfied,
I don't wonder I 1"
It haa been evident that an important part of follow-up was
placed in the hands of the ministers and churches by the
Grraham campaigns. Without wholehearted and devoted work on
the part of the churches, little permanent gain would have
been realized. However, with the active participation in
the campaigns and by the faithful follow-up of the converts,
some churches have had marked results.
To amplify the gi^eatness of the task of follow-up in
the London Crusade, the following statistics have been given.
For th� first twelve weeks of the Greater London Crusade,
March 1 through May 22, 195U, the total attendsnc� was
2,0^7,333. This netted in 38,144-7+ enquirers. Of these,
seventy-five per cent came forward for salvation. Forty per
1^ Bumham, o�, cit., pp. 36-37.
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cent of the seekers Indicated they were church merabers and
sixty per cent indicated thst they were not church members.
Statistics showed that there were more women converts than




5 to 11 B%
12 to Ik 2$%
15 to 18 27$^
19 to 29 10^
30 to k9
50 and over . , o%
VIcmen decisions ..,,,�....... ,, , ,66^
ages
5 to 11 , 8^
12 to Ik 255^
15 to 18 27%
19 to 29 175^
30 to 1+9 15^
50 and over B% 12
To evaluate the follow-up work done in the Greater
London Crusade, it could be said thst nothing short of the
system and program that was used would heve been adequate.
Apparently, the follow-up program used by them was far ahead
of anything that had been heretofore attempted.
Lome Sanny, "Kotebook on the Greater London Evan





To Bummerlze, the program of follow-up used by the
Billy Qraham team has been unique. Billy Oraham personally
saw the importance of follow-up in connection with evangel
istic campaigns. He has attempted to do something about it.
The methodSi used, by his team^ heve been pioneer attempts in
the field, and have been setting a pattern that may be fol
lowed by other evangelists. The stirveya made by Stanley High
and Oeorge Bumham have shown that the follow-up program was
effective in London, The materials used during the campaigne
were especially designed for new converts. The value of this
was seen in reaulta of the follow-up. The materials, however,
would not have been as effective if steps had not been taken
to train counsellora and ministers how to use the materials
and follow-up a new Ghriatian. IVom the statistics on the
converts, it is evident that the London crusade was success
ful in reaching many who were not previously church members.
The ministers were given a great responsibility to try to
conserve the fruits of the crusade and to Integrate the peo
ple into their church life. Ministers who did not cooperate
in this task, saw little benefit from the Crusade, but those
that did cooperate had a marked gain.
CHAPTER IX
THE COHCLUEIONS OF THE STUOT
The ultimate success of a revival meeting has been told
not by the numbers that were reportedly converted, but by the
noaber that were established and integrated into the church.
There have been two extremes in oaring for the convert. On
the one hand, some have been overly-solicitous of the con
vert's welfare, and on the other hand some have neglected to
give them any care. This study has sought to show the impor
tance of caring for the converts. It was stated that the pur
poae of convert culture is to help tho convert toward the end
of being a Christ-centered Spirit-filled Christian. The spir
itual care given the new convert should be designed to help
meet his foremost needs first.
The term follow-up is essentially the same as the term
follow-through used in athletics. It was shown that follow-up
was important in th� fields of salesmanship and athletics.
It may be concluded that follow-up is important in the field
of evangelism. The fields of evangalisa and follow-up are
mutually dependent. Effective evangelism has had a program
of follow-up. Effective follow-up hes grown out of programs
of evangelism.
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I. THE MCKOROUHD OF FOLLOW-UP
It hss been shown that the care of new converts wss
of vital concern to th� apostles and the early church. Var
ious methods were uaed with a degiree of effectiveness during
the periods of spiritual height throughout the history of th�
chtirch. In the later periods of the church's history, the
care of converts was thrust into the background, and th� con
cern of the minister or the priest was largely for the cor
porate body and not for the individual person.
History has taught that it was necessary for th� �arly
church to use the catechiuaenal classes to enable converts from
Roman background to satisfactorily make the transition to the
new life in Christ, John Eliot realized that if his converts
were going to persist in the Christian life, it would be neces
sary to give them special help, John Wesley formulated the
class meetings whieh were a mighty conserving force in Meth
odism, Tho modem missionary movement has demonstrated thet
missionaries from the beginning have realized that converts
to Christ from heathenism have needed a vei*y special typ� of
culture snd assistance. While some of the methods used by
the early missionaries have proven inadequate and sometimes
Injurious to the final cause, their attempts heve demonstrated
the essentiality of convert care.
It hss been shown that the field of follow-up evangelism
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is nc* new, nor is it g(Mae thing of peripheral importance.
Therefore, the modern church haa needed to re-eveluete thia
matter of caring for its converts. It has needed to seek
better and more effective methods for establishing their con
verts. Twentieth century converts to Christ have need of aid
In making the transition from the secular and sometimes pagan
waya of the world,
II, TOWARD ESTABLISHING THE CONVERT
Growth in grace normally follows the rebirth. Excep
tions to this have for some reason not matured in the Chris
tian life. Often, people have excueed lack of growth because
they haven't had time. The idea has been prevalent in the
past that one cannot expect to reach spiritual stature unless
he has i*e tired from a normal active life. What has been
needed has been a method to induce spirituel growth In the
lives of average busy Christian people in all walks of life.
Another reason that was shown for the lack of growth was that
the convert has often not received the assistance he has
needed throughout the critical period Just following the con
version experience.
An analysis was msde in this study of the general
needs of the convert. They were as follows: a definite con
version experience; luidors tending and acceptance; assurance
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of selvstlonj to learn how to meet temptation auccessfullyj
to lesrn how to develop an effective devotional llfej to be
accepted into the fellowship of a church body; to accept the
sscraments; opportunities for active Christian service; to
make a full surrender; special instructional help.
The bssic needs of the convert were considered next.
They were diagramed with the use of a wheel with four spokes.
Bach essential was represented by one spoke. The two verticle
spokes were the Word of Sod and prayer. These were designated
as the "intake" channels. The two horizontal spokes were obe
dience and witnessing. These were designated as the "outlet"
channels. It was shown that each one of these elements are
indispensable for Christian spiritual health. It was shown
that the averap-e twentieth century convert has needed special
help in developing each of the basic areas of his spiritual
life,
III. IMPtEMESTINa THE PROaRAK
The chtiroh has a fourfold responsibility toward helping
Its new converts, (1) It has the responsibility toward helping
the new members maintain a vital living faith. (2) Through
participation, it needs to help thera to grow into active re
sponsible church members . (3) The church has opportunity to
provide the converts with much needed feeling of acceptance
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and fallowshlp. (I4,) The church hes the responsibility to
help thera become vital Christians in daily conduct and social
responsibility.
The pastor has a unique resronsibllity toward new con
verts. He may be a greet source of encouregement and inspir
ation for them. The pastor Is in th� position to appoint a
"fellowship friend" for each convert. The pastor needs to
direct end coordinate the work of the "fellowship friends".
The pastor may direct a class for th� new converts. Th� in-
t�r�st that pastors hav� shown in the lives of new converts
has generally brought a ready response. Where the pastor
has attempted to carry the whole burden of spiritual follow-
up himself, it has fallen short of whet it could be, Th�
most successful programs of church follow-up hav� been using
the laymen.
In the field of mass evangelism, the Billy Oraham
evangelistic crusades have been setting a new pattern. Evan
gelists have been known to dismiss their responsibility for
follow-up by saying thet they were celled to evangelize and
not to establish the believers. They have stated that it
ahould be the task of the church to do the follow-up. This
however has not been true with Billy Graham. Surveys have
been made regarding the lasting effects of his converts. A
large percentage have been shown to be continuing after a
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year's time* Thia hes addi^d to the measure of his acceptabil
ity as an evangelist. Pollow-up has been the forgotten phase
of evangelism, on both the local church level and on the mass
meeting level.
IV. RECOfWENDATIOFS
More books on this subject have been needed. The li
braries and csrd catalogues have testified to the neglect of
this field. Comparatively speaking there are ten books on
the subject of evangelism for every one book on conserving
the fjTuits of evangelism, Purther, there has been a need for
suitable aplritually graded Bible study materials and devo
tional aids that stress application and send the convert to
the Word of God directly.
There hss been a definite need to revise the emphasis
of catechetical and membership training classes. It is j?ecom-
mended that the emphasis be placed first on meeting the spir
itual needs of the new convert rather than trying to orient
him to tho particuler patterns and beliefs of a certain de
nomination. Tho convert needs, primarily, to learn how to
reed and study his Bible, and pray. He should be shown how
to witness and given examples of obedience.
It is further recommended thst follow-up be given spe
cial emphasis in ministers workshops and seminars. There
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could be seminary classes on this all-Important subject.
Pastors need to be trained In meeting the elementary needs
of the new Christian,
Follow-up was included in the Great Commission given
by the Lord Jesus Christ. Therefore, it has a rightful place
in every evangelistic crusade. The nature of the church of
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